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Introduction
Few institutions in American life for the past century have been 
as economically powerful and politically influential as trade 
unions. But they’ve fallen on harder times in recent years and 
understanding why that is the case and what policymakers 
should do as a result is likely to be an issue on the national agen-
da for years to come.

It is important to understand two basic facts about unions 
in 2014. First, the nation’s basic labor laws – the National La-
bor Relations Act of 1935, the Taft-Hartley Act of 1946, and the 
Landrum-Griffin Act of 1959 – are all creations of an era in which 
the vast majority of union members were blue-collar workers 
employed in the nation’s Midwestern industrial heartland. 

More than 50 years after passage of the most recent of the land-
mark labors, however, the demographic, economic and political 
makeup of union members and their unions are profoundly dif-
ferent. The biggest change is the fact that, whereas at its height 
in the mid-1950s a third of all American workers were union 
members, today barely one-tenth of them are and the trend has 
been downward for many years.

The unions are different as well, with fewer than seven percent 
of all private sector workers being union members but more than 
a third of all public employees are and ranks of the latter cate-
gory have been steadily growing for many years. Private-sector 
unions exist in a profit-driven universe. If the company goes out 
of business, union members lose their jobs. But governments 
rarely go out of business and the prevailing attitude among pub-
lic employee union activists often seems to be that politicians 
can simply raise taxes whenever there is a problem.
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Introduction

One thing that hasn’t changed much over the years is the close 
relationship between national union leaders and the Democratic 
Party. It is a commonplace of American politics that every two 
years the AFL-CIO, SEIU, Teamsters and other major unions 
spend hundreds of millions to elect Democrats in the White 
House, Congress and state capitals. Unions are often the biggest 
source of campaign workers for Democrats as well.

But those millions of union dollars going into Democratic cam-
paign coffers come from compulsory dues collected from union 
members, approximately 40 percent of whom support Republi-
can candidates and causes. This disconnect is among the chief 
factors driving worker dissatisfaction with traditional unionism 
and fueling interest within and without the labor movement in 
experiments with new approaches.

To help focus the debate about the future of unions in America, 
The Washington Examiner’s Sean Higgins has brought together 
in one digital place a wealth of key data, think tank and academic 
experts, charts and graphics, and interviews with political lead-
ers at the cutting edge of efforts to reform labor laws at the state 
and national levels. Higgins is among the national media’s most 
knowledgeable journalists on union issues, having covered the 
labor beat for more than a decade, first for Investor’s Business 
Daily and for the past three years for the Examiner.

Readers are likely to discover lots of new facts about unions and 
the American workplace, and odds are good as well that all read-
ers won’t agree with everything said by the many experts Higgins 
interviewed or by those who contributed articles to this collec-
tion. What we hope to do by offering this e-book is to spark new 
thoughts, fresh approaches and innovative ideas about how the 
American workplace can work better for everybody involved.

Mark Tapscott
Executive Editor
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Big Labor’s Identity Crisis

Big Labor’s Identity 
Crisis
Author: Sean Higgins

For decades, “union man” meant hard hats, lunch pails 
and blue-collar jobs for millions of American autowork-
ers, machinists and coal miners.

A union job meant good pay and benefits, but it also 
promised lots of hard work and, in many cases, a real 
possibility of being injured.

Back in the 1950s, when U.S. manufacturing dominated 
the world, one of every three American workers carried 
a union card.

Unions were taken for granted as a part of American life. 
Their leaders could even be bipartisan when the occa-
sion required working with political leaders on both sides 
of the aisle.

Not today. Big Labor represents far fewer workers, and 
its leaders are closely tied to the Democratic Party. Half 
of the nation’s unionists are white-collar government 
employees, not private sector workers.

Union membership has been sliding for years, with only 
14.5 million people now in a union, or about 11.3 percent 
of the U.S. workforce, according to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics.
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Only 6.7 percent of all private sector jobs are unionized, 
compared with 35.3 percent of the public sector.

Organized labor has lost 3 million members since 1984. As 
recently as 1980, there were 20 million union members.

Big Labor’s future is anything but assured. It faces the 
very real possibility of dying out, becoming little more 
than a few chapters in the history books.

But what will the unions of the future look like? As long 
as people have jobs, there will be a need to address their 
employment concerns. The question is, how?

Strong indicators show a move away from the rigid, 
top-down model created under the 1935 Wagner Act — 
which assumed unions always represented workers’ best 
interests.

In place of the old model will likely be a new, democrat-
ic approach that gives individual workers more options 
for representation while requiring greater accountability 
and transparency from their representatives.

Experiments are already under way. Governors in Indi-
ana, Michigan, and Wisconsin have brought variations on 
right-to-work laws to the Rust Belt, limiting compulsory 
unionism — something unthinkable just a decade ago.

Detroit’s bankruptcy has created a major precedent for 
local governments to restructure their union contracts, 
and make them affordable for taxpayers already stretched 
by the demands of government spending.

Labor law experts are eagerly watching the Supreme 
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Court’s ruling in Harris v. Quinn, due this summer, which 
could rewrite the rules on public sector unions.

Republican lawmakers in the nation’s capital have pro-
posed the Employee Rights Act to reform union elections 
by guaranteeing secret ballots and requiring periodic re-
certification votes.

Such reforms would require unions to only represent 
those who want to belong, forcing them to become more 
service-oriented.

“We are already heading this way. Unions have to be rel-
evant and provide a service. They cannot automatical-
ly assume that people are going to join and be support-
ive,” Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker told the Washington 
Examiner.

Walker said most unions oppose things like merit pay be-
cause they erode worker solidarity. Unions also defend 
poor performers on the job.

“One thing I learned when I worked at the county lev-
el that frustrated public sector workers all of the time 
is that they thought they were carrying the weight for 
other workers who weren’t living up their responsibility,” 
Walker said.

Heritage Foundation labor expert James Sherk argues 
that it makes no sense in a highly fluid, mobile workforce 
to tie union membership to specific jobs.

“It would make a lot more sense to have a more ser-
vice-oriented model in which the union dues buy ser-
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vices [for workers] that come irrespective of where you 
work,” Sherk said.

Another possibility would be to allow employer-backed 
worker representative groups. The National Labor Rela-
tions Act doesn’t allow such groups unless workers also 
have a traditional union.

There are also countervailing trends like the Europe-
an-style “micro unions” being encouraged by President 
Obama’s appointees on the National Labor Relations 
Board.

Big Labor has started to experiment with new models 
that aren’t based on collective bargaining or full repre-
sentation. But little has come of such efforts.

The case of the Change to Win coalition is telling. In 
2005, some of the largest unions bolted from the main 
labor federation, the AFL-CIO, to create an “innovative” 
new movement. The effort flopped, and several coalition 
members have since returned to the AFL-CIO.

Big Labor’s main reaction to its decline has been to show-
er money on Democratic lawmakers who then support 
pro-union legislation like Card Check, which essential-
ly rigs workplace representation elections in the union’s 
favor.

Some Big Labor leaders have also aligned themselves with 
liberal activist nonprofit groups, with AFL-CIO President 
Richard Trumka in particular pushing such alliances and 
even advocating extending union membership to mem-
bers of groups such as the Sierra Club and the National 
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Council of La Raza.

“Will it dilute us? Look, here’s the way I look at it: What 
we’ve been doing the last 30 years hasn’t worked real 
well. We need to do things differently,” Trumka told USA 
Today last year.

Trumka’s approach could remake unions in the image of 
such liberal activist nonprofits. Trumka has cited the Oc-
cupy Wall Street movement as an inspiration.

But some in the remaining industrial unions worry that 
Trumka would simply end up giving groups like the Sierra 
Club effective veto power over the labor agenda.

At its national convention in Los Angeles in September, 
AFL-CIO delegates rejected Trumka, preferring a wa-
tered-down resolution that said: “The AFL-CIO and affil-
iated unions must continue to innovate and experiment 
with new forms of membership and representation to 
achieve the ultimate objective of assisting all workers to 
bargain collectively through an affiliated union.”

One such “new form” would be labor-oriented nonprofit 
groups — also called worker centers — that do everything 
except collective bargaining, at least on their own.

An AFL-CIO preconvention guide stated: “These efforts 
are viewed by many as a key element of a revitalized and 
successful labor movement.”

But many worker centers are little more than nonprof-
it extensions of unions. Our Walmart, which agitates 
against the retail giant, is an arm of the United Food and 
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Commercial Workers. Fast Food Forward, which does the 
same thing for restaurant franchises, is a subsidiary of 
the Service Employees International Union.

Under the federal law, SEIU cannot indefinitely picket 
Walmart without trying to organize it. But Our Walmart 
can organize protests day and night.

Will these new models attract members? In an interview, 
Leslie Tolf of the AFL-CIO’s Working America group said 
the model for reaching young workers is AARP, the senior 
citizens’ activist group.

The idea is that the labor movement must be indepen-
dent of the worker’s actual job and instead work as a 
membership organization.

“Work is a very fragmented industry compared with the 
1930s, so we have to have multiple levels of solutions,” 
Tolf said.

Most of these union-backed reform efforts are ultimately 
intended to shore up the older system, rather than re-
define the movement’s relationships with employees and 
employers.

“Worker centers still assume that workers need a collec-
tive contract,” Sherk noted.

Big Labor has also tried alliances with foreign unions to 
pressure international corporations. The United Auto 
Workers was aided in its effort to unionize a Volkswagen 
plant in Chattanooga, Tenn., by the company’s German 
union, IG Metall.
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To preserve “labor peace” with IG Metall, VW agreed to 
an organizing vote and even aided UAW by holding man-
datory companywide meetings with union officials while 
keeping all others out.

It still didn’t work. On Feb. 14, workers rejected collective 
bargaining even after the UAW claimed a majority of the 
workers signed support cards.

Following the defeat, the UAW demanded that the NLRB 
order a revote. The union later backed off, conceding in 
April it would likely lose a second election.

The Chattanooga defeat was the latest evidence that a 
growing number of workers just aren’t interested in what 
Big Labor is selling. And time is running out for them to 
find a new way to meet workers needs in the 21st century.
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The decline of the labor union

The decline of the labor 
union
Author: Sean Higgins

A massive snowstorm hit Chattanooga, Tenn., on Feb. 13, 
forcing the Volkswagen plant to close in the middle of 
an historic election to decide whether its workers would 
join the United Auto Workers union.

It was the UAW’s latest lucky break. The union had gotten 
most of its supporters to vote on the first day and the 
election would be decided by a majority of votes cast. So 
if only 100 of the 1,550 eligible workers ultimately cast 
ballots and 51 were for UAW, it would still win.

Even before the snow fell, VW officials had pushed the 
UAW’s organizing effort. Under pressure from its Ger-
man workers union, IG Metall, VW even held mandatory 
meetings where workers were forced to hear UAW orga-
nizers. No opposition voices were allowed to speak.

But when the votes were counted, the UAW lost, with 
the final tally showing VW workers voted 712-626 against 
unionizing.

Big Labor blamed Republicans for the loss, but Universi-
ty of Maryland economist Peter Morici said the problem 
was the union’s poor reputation.

“The UAW really does have a national black eye, and it’s 
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symbolic of what the labor movement is,” Morici said.

The union was once a dominant player in U.S. auto man-
ufacturing, representing an estimated 1.5 million workers 
in the 1960s and ‘70s. Today, it represents 382,000.

Its fortunes have reflected those of Big Labor as a whole. 
At its height in the mid-1950s, the American labor move-
ment represented about one out of every three American 
workers.

It has been a long, steady decline ever since. Out of a 
workforce of 129 million, there are just 14.5 million people 
in a union today, or about 11.2 percent.

Only 6.7 percent of the private sector is now unionized, 
compared with 35.3 percent of the public sector. Big La-
bor has lost 3 million members since 1983. As recently as 
1980, the movement had 20 million members.

There are multiple explanations for the decline, includ-
ing international economic competition, technological 
advances that eliminated some jobs, increased immi-
gration that provides cheaper labor, and complacency 
among union leaders.

But another reason needs to be considered: Maybe peo-
ple just don’t want to join unions anymore. Maybe people 
are deciding that being a member holds little advantage.

Unions enjoyed a 75 percent approval rating with the 
general public in 1956, according to the Gallup Poll. By 
2013, approval had sunk to 54 percent and had been even 
lower, reaching 48 percent in 2009 following the govern-
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ment bailouts of General Motors and Chrysler.

But “approval” isn’t the same as support. The 2013 Gal-
lup Poll found only 33 percent of respondents want labor 
unions to have more influence, while 38 percent wanted 
unions to have less.

Big Labor’s agenda has little appeal for working people 
outside of the movement. Its current top issue is rais-
ing the minimum wage, which affects only 4.7 percent of 
Americans, according to government data.

Besides the minimum wage, the AFL-CIO, the largest la-
bor federation, has recently backed government-fund-
ed green jobs, comprehensive immigration reform and 
promoting Obamacare, none of which is likely to boost 
union membership.

Nor are Big Labor’s more recent successes much of an 
enticement. The 2009 auto industry bailouts cost more 
than $10 billion in taxpayer dollars. Public opposition to 
the bailouts remains strong.

Big Labor simply hasn’t adapted to the digital workplace 
where which millions work at a job for only a few years 
before moving on. Having a union card means being tied 
down.

Fields that emphasize entrepreneurialism and individual 
initiative, especially those in Silicon Valley, have little use 
for one-size-fits-all union rules.

The labor movement also has tilted sharply leftward 
on economic and social issues in the past decade. That 
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greatly disturbs the estimated 40 percent of union mem-
bers who are more conservative.

“The union has a position on everything, and once you 
join a union, you have to be a good Democrat. Well, that 
just isn’t going to work with some people,” Morici said.

The rise of public sector unionism — that is, government 
workers — stabilized the movement for a while by boost-
ing its numbers.

Today, about half of union members are public employ-
ees. Thus, a movement that began as a way to raise the 
standard of living for blue-collar workers now depends 
on employees paid with tax dollars.

Public-sector unionism corrupts the political process, 
too, since members are both employees and a special in-
terest group with votes.

That gives public employee unions immense leverage to 
extract more concessions. Corrupt officials like former 
Illinois Gov. Rod Blagojevich have often been too happy 
to oblige.

But the Great Recession of 2009 forced state and local 
officials to confront unaffordable public employee pen-
sion and health benefits. That means union leaders are 
busy fighting for old benefits instead of thinking up new 
services to offer members.

The Detroit bankruptcy resulted in the city being given 
permission by a federal court to trim public employee 
pension obligations.
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That could be a turning point, because federal bankrupt-
cy law trumps state and local law, thus giving elected of-
ficials a powerful tool to gain new concessions from gov-
ernment employees.

Public employee unions now face a situation similar to 
the one private sector unions were in three decades ago: 
complacent and unprepared for the changing workplace 
environment and new economic realities.

If past is prologue, today’s public employee-dominated 
unions will decline like the old blue-collar trade unions. 
Will they also block reforms sought by workers who left 
them behind? 
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Public employees 
unions help boost state 
debt crisis
Author: Diana Furchtgott-Roth

Federal government debt of $18 trillion represents just a 
fraction of America’s total debt. States hold an addition-
al $5 trillion in liability, of which $4.4 trillion represents 
debt for pensions and other post-employment benefits, 
according to the fourth annual State Debt Report, pub-
lished earlier this year by State Budget Solutions.

A true picture of America’s fiscal position should also 
include state liabilities. Just as federal debt represents 
a future commitment by those who pay federal income 
taxes, state debt represents a future liability of taxpayers 
in states with substantial debt.

To cover the total unfunded liabilities of state govern-
ments, each person in the United States would have to 
pay $14,130. At some point, taxes — sales, property, in-
come, or estate — will have to rise to cover this liability.

Unfunded liability differs greatly among the states, cor-
relating closely with unionization requirements. All 10 
states in the best financial shape with the exception 
of two (Wisconsin and Washington) are right-to-work 
states, where employees do not have to be represented 
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by a union as a condition of their employment.

In contrast, all 10 states in the worst condition, with 
the exception of Nevada, are forced unionization states 
where employees cannot opt out of union representation.

Wisconsin is in the best financial shape, with $5,439 per 
person in liabilities. It is followed by Tennessee ($5,998) 
and Indiana ($6,704).

Alaska is in the worst shape, with $37,987 per person, fol-
lowed by Hawaii, with $27,765. Since the populations of 
Alaska and Hawaii are lower than average, it might make 
sense to exclude them.

In the continental United States, the state in the worst 
shape is Ohio, at $26,112, followed by Connecticut 
($25,712), and Illinois ($22,382).

The American Federation of State, County, and Munici-
pal Employees frequently uses the power of its campaign 
contributions to push for higher pensions, which states 
cannot always afford.

AFSCME was the biggest spender in both the 2010 and 
2012 election cycles, with contributions of $88 million 
and $65 million respectively, according to the Center for 
Responsive Politics.

AFSCME supports candidates for state office who prom-
ise to keep pensions high, and politicians elected through 
AFSCME’s efforts raise the compensation of public em-
ployees — which increases dues that go into AFSCME’s 
coffers. These dues enable more contributions.
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But this cycle is breaking because people are voting with 
their feet, moving to states with low debt and low taxes. 
These states will become more attractive over time for 
individuals and businesses.

States were lulled into complacency because a growing 
economy propelled increases in stock prices for many 
years, enhancing the coverage of many pension plans, 
public and private.

Interest rates were higher, too. Prudent planning cannot 
assume that interest rates will rise to prior levels or that 
stocks will resume their prior course. States must devise 
ways to reduce their debt so as not to burden their tax-
payers, present and future.

The Pew Center on the States, a nonpartisan research or-
ganization based in Washington, estimates that 34 states 
have funding levels below 80 percent of full coverage. In 
2010, Wisconsin was the only state with a fully funded 
public pension plan.

There is no tidy approach to resolving these problems. 
The states are essentially autonomous. Congress does 
not regulate their pension operations.

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act, enacted 
in 1974, applies only to private sector pensions.

Rather, state and local pension funds operate under 
guidelines of the Government Accounting Standards 
Board. It is essentially a federally sponsored, private sec-
tor advisory body, without enforcement power.
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Underfunded public pension plans are legal obligations 
of the states, and have to be paid either with taxpayer 
dollars, or with increased contributions from new state 
employees, or both. State and local tax rates will have to 
rise to pay for this.

Some analysts think the problems are so severe that the 
federal government will end up bailing out states.

About 5 million state and local government workers are 
not covered by Social Security. Therefore, if their pen-
sion plans become insolvent, they would be in dire straits 
upon retirement.

States could gradually raise the age at which government 
workers can retire. In some states, employees can quit at 
50 and start collecting benefits, at the same time they get 
another job — and start accruing a second set of pension 
benefits.

Alternatively, states could allow workers to retire at the 
same age but postpone the age at which workers begin 
to collect benefits.
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Democrats know better 
than to bite the Big 
Labor hand that feeds 
them
Author: Sean Higgins

In his 2014 State of the Union address, President Obama 
urged congressional support for major trade deals with 
the European Union and Pacific Rim countries.

The very next day, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, 
D-Nev., rebuked the president, saying he would not allow 
votes on the deals. “Everyone would be well-advised to 
not push this right now,” he said.

Celeste Drake, a trade policy specialist with the AFL-CIO, 
was delighted. This was “a great opportunity to get off 
the fast track to bad trade deals and open the policy win-
dow to a better deal for workers,” she told the Wall Street 
Journal.

Drake’s comments illustrate why Reid had little choice 
but to humiliate a president of his own party. To keep 
control of the Senate, he had to keep the Big Labor mon-
ey spigot open. And that meant not crossing the unions.

Big Labor has donated $934 million to candidates for po-
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litical office and parties in the last decade and a half, $755 
million of which went to Democrats and liberal groups, 
according to the Center for Responsive Politics. That’s 
just the spending reported to the Federal Election Com-
mission. A 2012 study of Labor Department filings by the 
Wall Street Journal found “an additional $3.3 billion that 
unions spent ... on political activity,” such as polling fees 
and get-out-the-vote expenses, which aren’t required to 
be reported, between 2005 and 2011.

The day after the 2012 election, Big Labor boasted that 
it won the election for Obama by driving up Democratic 
turnout in key swing states like Pennsylvania and Ohio. 
“You take the unions out of Democratic politics and you 
will see a lot less Democrats elected, because they supply 
the money and the manpower,” said Mallory Factor, au-
thor of Shadow bosses, a study on union political spending.

Big Labor’s spending has grown even higher after the 
Supreme Court’s Citizens United v. FEC decision in 2010, 
which lifted restrictions on political spending. Though 
most liberal groups slammed the ruling because it al-
lowed corporations to spend more, the AFL-CIO bene-
fited from it.

Unions are also big spenders on lobbying Congress: The 
Center for Responsive Politics puts the total at $584 mil-
lion since 1998. The average annual amount is $37 million 
and rising. It topped $50 million in 2011. In 2013, labor had 
450 registered lobbyists.

Bear in mind that union dues are primarily supposed to 
offset the costs of collective bargaining. But unions often 
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ignore that. In the 1988 Supreme Court case Communica-
tions Workers of America v. Beck, CWA was found to have 
been spending only 21 percent of its dues on collective 
bargaining.

Beck established that unions could only demand workers 
covered by its contract pay for collective bargaining ex-
penses. What it didn’t do was create a system for moni-
toring this. Workers typically must sue the union to force 
disclosure, and the Obama administration has rolled back 
federal disclosure requirements.

What does Big Labor get in return for this spending? It 
is not a coincidence that much of the domestic policy 
Congress has considered over the past decade has been 
labor-related. Union pressure was instrumental in get-
ting the federal government to bail out GM and Chrysler 
in 2009, an effort that cost taxpayers an estimated $10 
billion but saved the United Auto Workers.

Big Labor was a major supporter of President Obama’s 
$831 billion economic stimulus bill, which it thought would 
provide billions to unions through “shovel-ready” infra-
structure projects and loans to green-energy companies.

Obama’s Affordable Care Act was another bill that re-
ceived heavy union backing. In deference to Big Labor’s 
wishes, Obama delayed a tax on high-end insurance 
plans — intended to get the rich to finance the law — until 
2018 because many unions provided them to members. 
Last year, Obama helped them again when he excluded 
union insurance plans from the law’s reinsurance fee. He 
did this by raising the fees on everyone else.
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The recent congressional push for a comprehensive im-
migration bill was put on hold until the AFL-CIO and the 
Chamber of Commerce could strike a deal on a set of 
common principles. The AFL-CIO insisted on limits on 
any temporary guest-worker program as well as visas for 
high-tech workers, provisions which became part of the 
Senate-passed version.

Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid’s push to end the Sen-
ate filibuster for most nominees came largely due to labor 
pressure. The White House consulted with the AFL-CIO 
in choosing nominees to the Labor Department, National 
Labor Relations Board and Consumer Financial Protec-
tion Bureau, and the organization was eager to see them 
confirmed. One, NLRB member Nancy Schiffer, was a top 
lawyer at the AFL-CIO when she was nominated.

And that effort has paid off. Since being confirmed, the 
labor-backed officials have charged Walmart with illegal 
firings, dismissed fraud charges against the United Auto 
Workers (despite finding some evidence of fraud) and 
resurrected a speedy workplace organizing rule business 
groups call the “ambush election” rule.

“There is no question they are in labor’s pocket,” said Pe-
ter Morici, professor of economics at the University of 
Maryland.

The current congressional push to raise the minimum 
wage to $10.10 is largely Big Labor’s doing as well. High-
er minimums make low-wage, non-union labor less af-
fordable for businesses. Some service industry unions 
negotiate contracts that tie their members’ wages to the 
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minimum, meaning an increase also raises their mem-
bers’ wages.

The Democrats’ unwillingness to consider entitlement 
reform is also partly due to fear of Big Labor. “Let me just 
say this one for the record. No politician — I don’t care 
the political party — will get away with cutting Social Se-
curity, Medicare or Medicaid benefits. Don’t try it. And 
this warning goes double for Democrats. We will nev-
er forget. We will never forgive. And we will never stop 
working to end your career,” AFL-CIO President Richard 
Trumka said in October.

Big Labor doesn’t get everything it wants. Card Check 
legislation, the main item on its wish list, was proposed 
in 2009 but went nowhere. An effort to bail out union 
pension plans in 2010 also quickly died, as did talk to bail 
out bankrupt Detroit last year.

In these cases, labor’s requests go too far even for many 
Democrats. But these things died quietly for a reason. 
Democrats know better than to bite the hand that feeds 
them.
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Note: The above chart refers to donations to candidates for federal office and politi-
cal parties. It does not include independent spending and electioneering communica-
tions by unions. Numbers may not add up precisely due to rounding

Source: Center for Responsive Politics
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non-member dues 
to finance political 
activities
Author: Steven Malanga

A lawsuit making its way through federal court in Cali-
fornia highlights just how much unions use their right to 
collect “agency fees” from nonmembers to fund political 
activities.

When the Supreme Court ruled in 1977 that government 
employee unions could collect a fee from nonmembers 
to cover the cost of collective bargaining, the justices 
noted that such fees could not be used to cover political 
activities.

In that decision, Abood v. Detroit Board of Education, the 
court affirmed a Michigan law that required teachers 
who didn’t want to join a union to pay a so-called “agency 
fee” to the Detroit Federation of Teachers for the work it 
did representing everyone on the job.

Since then, government unions in 22 states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia have been allowed to collect agency 
fees, and have largely determined what those fees should 
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be.

That may be about to change.

A lawsuit filed by 10 dissident teachers challenges the 
California law that requires them to pay $650 each per 
year to the California Teachers Association and its par-
ent, the National Education Association.

That figure is based on the union’s claim that 65 percent 
of the average $1,000 a year in teachers’ union dues go to 
representing workers.

But the plaintiffs argue that unions are claiming activities 
which have little to do with representing workers.

The CTA, for instance, has classified its spending on “hu-
man rights programs,” including its programs on gay and 
lesbian issues, as being 100 percent chargeable, meaning 
that somehow the union believes that these programs are 
entirely about representing teachers in the workplace.

The CTA also classified a conference on gay-lesbian-bi-
sexual-transgender issues as part of its expenses repre-
senting workers, and it attributed 78 percent of the cost 
of its internal magazine, the California Educator, to be a 
cost of representing workers, even though the magazine 
is heavily political.

Meanwhile, the NEA, which receives a portion of money 
paid by teachers to the CTA, has deemed expenditures 
for conferences for its staff to be 100 percent charge-
able, meaning the entire cost is attributed to worker 
representation.
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In the lawsuit, the teachers contend that the arrangement 
under California labor law violates their First Amendment 
rights to free speech and free association because it al-
lows the union to determine the charges.

A teacher can object to the charges, but then he must 
bear the cost of filing a complaint and backing it up in 
order to reduce the unions’ assessment.

“These severe infringements on plaintiffs’ rights to free 
speech and association cannot withstand First Amend-
ment scrutiny,” the suit contends.

“Laws mandating compulsory speech and association 
must be narrowly tailored to serve a compelling gov-
ernment interest. California’s ‘agency shop’ arrangement 
cannot meet that standard,” the suit said.

Unions have long made the case that nonmembers who 
work in a place where collective bargaining is in place are 
“free riders” if they don’t pay anything toward represen-
tation, because they benefit from union work on behalf 
of its members.

But abuse of the agency fee regime where there does 
not seem to be a practical constraint on what unions can 
charge nonmembers has already brought court rebukes.

In 2012, the Supreme Court admonished California SEIU 
Local 100 for imposing a 25 percent emergency surcharge 
on nonmembers to support labor’s campaign against a 
series of 2005 initiatives designed to curb government 
union power in the state.
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In that case, SEIU didn’t even bother asking nonmembers 
if they wanted to opt into the special charges, prompt-
ing a solid 7-2 decision by the court against the union’s 
action.

The court specifically noted in that case that SEIU was 
also being overly aggressive in deciding what qualifies as 
a collective bargaining expense.

“The SEIU’s understanding of the breadth of chargeable 
expenses is so expansive that it is hard to place much re-
liance on its statistics,” the majority decision held.

“ ‘Lobbying the electorate,’ which the SEIU claims is 
chargeable, is nothing more than another term for sup-
porting political causes and candidates,” the opinion said.

The issue of agency fees — and the political spending of 
public sector unions in general — is causing people to 
question their role more generally.

In a December Field Poll of California residents, 44 per-
cent said government unions do more harm than good, 
compared with 39 percent who said they did more good.

Even members of union households have become res-
tive. A 2011 Harris Interactive Poll found that 47 percent 
of those in union households didn’t think union members 
got their money’s worth from dues, while 62 percent of 
respondents felt the same way. No wonder those paying 
the agency fee are now headed to the courts again.

Big Labor increasingly spends money on political activi-
ties that have little to do with representing workers. Too 
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often, that spending reflects the attitudes of union lead-
ers, not workers.

In California, the teachers’ union contributed $1 million 
in 2008 to an effort by liberal groups to defeat Proposi-
tion 8, which defined marriage as an act between a man 
and a woman — an expenditure that had little to do with 
teacher representation or education.

By contrast, 56 percent of voters in union households 
supported the initiative, a CNN exit poll showed.

Similarly, when the administration of President George 
W. Bush began requiring unions to file detailed reports on 
their giving, the disclosures showed that the NEA donat-
ed members’ money to advocacy groups that have little 
to do with worker representation, including Amnesty In-
ternational and Jesse Jackson’s Rainbow PUSH Coalition.
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Author: Sean Higgins

Gary Casteel of the United Auto Workers had been work-
ing for years to organize a Volkswagen plant in Chatta-
nooga, Tenn. Last September, he proudly declared that 
UAW had already won.

“We’ve determined we definitely have a majority of em-
ployees who favor this representation,” he told the Ten-
nessean newspaper.

He was referring to signed cards from the workers al-
legedly supporting the UAW. The union wanted VW offi-
cials to accept a union simply based on the signed cards.

But the German car company resisted and called for a 
federally monitored secret ballot election instead. The 
vote was expected to have merely reaffirmed workers’ 
support for the union.

But it didn’t turn out that way. On Feb. 14, 2014, plant em-
ployees rejected the UAW, 712-626, with 89 percent of 
the 1,550 eligible voters turning out.
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The defeat was not just an embarrassment for the UAW. 
It was an indictment of the Card Check union election 
process Casteel and the UAW almost persuaded VW to 
accept.

Big Labor has been trying for years to get federal labor 
law amended to make Card Check the standard for union 
elections. The unions think Card Check will boost their 
sagging membership numbers because the signed cards 
would replace secret ballot elections by employees.

The Chattanooga case shows there is ample reason to 
believe that the process is inaccurate at best and open to 
fraud and coercion at worst.

Most union elections begin with organizers getting work-
ers to sign cards saying they want collective bargaining.

Once it has cards for a majority of workers, the union 
presents them to the employer, who can either recognize 
the union or call for the National Labor Relations Board 
to conduct an election.

Big Labor and its allies want the National Labor Relations 
Act amended to strip management of its ability to call for 
the secret ballot vote.

They cloak this aim with rhetoric about workers’ rights, 
ignoring that the purpose of the secret ballot vote is to 
determine if workers really want collective bargaining.

“[T]he process itself stacks the deck against union sup-
porters. The employer has all the power,” said Rep. George 
Miller, D-Calif., when he introduced a Card Check bill in 
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2007.

The basic problem with Card Check is it’s never clear em-
ployees know what they are signing or that they aren’t 
pressured to sign. In some cases, unions simply forge 
signatures.

Eight workers at the Chattanooga plant complained to 
the NLRB last year that UAW was using deceptive tactics 
to get people to sign cards.

The NLRB dismissed the complaint in January even 
though its own probe found “evidence … that a few of 
the individuals soliciting cards may have misrepresented 
the purpose of the cards and/or distributed ambiguous 
authorization cards.”

VW employee Carol Wilson told Nashville NBC affiliate 
WSMV last year that she was among those who were 
duped:

“When I was approached to sign a card a year and a half 
ago, it was, ‘Oh, the card just means you want more in-
formation.’ ... Yes, I signed a card. But yes, I got it revoked 
when I found out it was counted as a vote.”

Even the UAW’s Casteel conceded to the Tennessean 
that the workers who signed cards were not firm in their 
support.

“We know if we go for a traditional election where the 
outside organizations could campaign against us, we’d 
probably lose,” he said.

Allegations of fraudulent practices have been made in 
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Card Check drives over the past decade in Illinois, Mich-
igan, California, Oregon, West Virginia and other states.

In the Illinois case involving home health care workers, 
one caregiver recounted to the Washington Examin-
er how organizers tried to get her to sign a card by saying 
they just wanted something to show their boss that they 
had talked to her. It sounded fishy, so she refused. She 
later learned the card was for an election.

Last year, two Teamsters whistleblowers alleged in a fed-
eral complaint that their union had used forged cards 
in an attempt to raid members from the Transportation 
Workers Union. The case was settled when the Team-
sters withdrew its organizing bid.

Although Card Check is usually portrayed as a way to 
help employees exercise their rights in the face of man-
agement’s opposition, the truth is often the reverse.

Card Check typically involves union leaders collud-
ing with management to snare uninterested workers. 
The unions make early concessions — called “neutrality 
agreements” — to get management’s help in organizing.

Chapman Medical Center in Orange, Calif., entered into 
such an agreement with the Service Employees Interna-
tional Union in 2011.

In congressional testimony, employee Marlene Felter 
noted that the workers were never shown the agree-
ment’s terms, which let SEIU get their private contact 
information.
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“My co-workers reported that SEIU operatives were call-
ing them on their cellphones, coming to their homes, 
stalking them, harassing them, and even offering to buy 
them meals at restaurants to convince them to sign union 
cards,” Felter testified.

Chapman later gave SEIU an exclusive representation 
contract based on Card Check. After the NLRB began 
to investigate fraud complaints, SEIU refused to comply 
with a subpoena to turn over the Card Check votes. They 
settled the case in 2012 by voiding the election.

Card Check did come close to becoming the law. Pres-
ident Obama endorsed it early in 2008 and Democratic 
congressional leaders pushed hard for it in 2009.

The drive fell short, thanks to Republican opposition and 
defections from moderate Democrats. Card Check still 
tops union wish lists.

Republican Sens. Orrin Hatch of Utah and Lamar Alexan-
der of Tennessee have introduced legislation called the 
Employee Rights Act to prohibit Card Check elections, 
among other reforms.

It remains stalled in the Senate, with Majority Leader 
Harry Reid, D-Nev., unlikely to allow a vote on it as long 
as he controls the chamber.
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Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels wasted no time. The day af-
ter the Republican was sworn in as governor on Jan. 10, 
2005, he issued an executive order rescinding collective 
bargaining rights for state employees.

The very same day, newly elected Missouri Gov. Matt 
Blunt issued an executive order doing the same for his 
state.

These decisions were the beginning of a wave that 
brought major union reforms to the heart of the Rust 
Belt. By ending public sector collective bargaining, the 
governors prompted other states to do the same and 
raised the question of why other reforms such as right to 
work laws couldn’t also be done.

Eventually, even Michigan — longtime home of the Amer-
ican labor movement — would become a right-to-work 
state, something previously unthinkable. It was as if Tex-
as suddenly started adopting gun control laws.

“Union monopoly power — that is, compulsory unionism 
— is being called into question is a much more intensified 
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way,” said Mark Mix, president of the National Right to 
Work Foundation.

What is right-to-work? It’s exactly that — the right to 
work in the private sector without Big Labor’s permission. 
Unions typically insist their contracts with management 
include provisions — called “security clauses” and “closed 
shop” rules — requiring that all employees be members 
or at least pay the union a fee to cover “representation 
services.”

Nothing in the law prevents unions from negotiating 
“members only” contracts where they only represent 
the workers who want to be in the union, but labor lead-
ers would much rather have the power and money that 
comes from representing all employees. Without the 
clauses, Big Labor typically struggles to attract and keep 
members.

Until recently, in most states, the individual worker has 
no choice in whether his workplace is unionized. Most 
never even had a chance to vote. According to a 2012 
analysis by the Center for Union Facts, just 7 percent of 
private sector members have ever voted for their work-
place’s union. Most simply “inherited” them when they 
were hired. (Data on public sector unions isn’t available.)

Congress offered some remedy in 1947 with the Taft-Hart-
ley Act, which allowed individual states to prohibit secu-
rity clauses. By 1963, 19 mostly rural and Southern states 
had adopted these “right-to-work” laws. But only three 
more had adopted the laws by 2011.
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Things changed that year, however, when Wisconsin Re-
publican Gov. Scott Walker, inspired by Daniels’ exam-
ple, pushed through reforms sharply limiting collective 
bargaining for state and local government employees. 
Essentially, he made right-to-work laws apply to govern-
ment workers. The same year, Ohio Republican Gov. John 
Kasich pushed through similar reforms.

In February 2012, Indiana became the first state in a de-
cade to adopt an across-the-board right-to-work law. 
Later that year, Michigan went right-to-work as well. 
That put the total number of states with the law at 24. It’s 
25 if you count Wisconsin.

“In Wisconsin, [there is] a very small percentage of pri-
vate-sector unionized employers to begin with,” Walker 
told the Washington Examiner. “And so the vast majority 
of people who would be affected by right-to-work if it 
were statewide are already covered.”

According to the National Conference of State Legisla-
tures, 21 states debated the laws during their 2013 legis-
lative sessions, up from 19 the previous year.

It was a striking turnaround, fueled by recession and 
staggering public pension debt that could no longer be 
avoided. For governors, unions became an impediment 
to their efforts to control state budgets.

Daniels told the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel in a 2011 
interview that he had little choice. He took office in 
2005 with a $600 million budget deficit and no room to 
maneuver.
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“You were paralyzed. You couldn’t change anything. You 
couldn’t change things structurally. You couldn’t change 
personnel policy. You couldn’t change technology. You 
couldn’t close anything. You couldn’t outsource anything. 
All of the things I wanted to do if you wanted to make 
government work well,” Daniels said. When he left office 
in 2012, the state had a $500 million budget surplus.

Walker faced similar problems when he took office. Wis-
consin had a projected budget deficit of $3 billion, about 
5 percent of the budget. It was either rein in the workers’ 
health and pension costs or sock it to the taxpayers. He 
chose to protect taxpayers.

“It had everything to do with my having been Milwau-
kee County executive for eight years and knowing the 
only way I could make the changes we had to make in 
our budget to avoid the horrific other choices … was to 
make changes in the way we provided aid to local gov-
ernments. And the only way to avoid massive problems 
for schools and local governments was if we changed 
collective bargaining,” Walker said. In January, the state 
projected a $977 million surplus.

Daniels’ and Walker’s successes raised an obvious ques-
tion: If giving public sector workers freedom to choose 
could help governments become more efficient, why 
wouldn’t it do the same thing for the private sector?

As Michigan’s free-market Mackinac Center for Public 
Policy notes, in the three decades following 1980, total 
employment in right-to-work states grew 71 percent, 
compared with 32 percent in the rest. For union-heavy 
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Michigan, the rate dragged along at 14 percent over the 
same period.

Adopting the law has “clearly had an impact” on the state 
economy, current Indiana Gov. Mike Pence told the Ex-
aminer, noting that 120 companies have indicated they 
would locate in the state as a consequence of the law and 
82 of those projects have progressed through the pipe-
line stage.

But Big Labor and its allies have pushed back hard. Kasich’s 
reforms were overturned in 2011 by a Big Labor-backed 
ballot initiative. Protesters clogged Wisconsin’s state 
legislature for weeks on end in 2011, and Walker faced a 
hard-fought recall election. Union lawyers have mounted 
numerous legal challenges as well.

No wonder: States that have enacted the laws have seen 
major shifts in union membership. Labor Department fil-
ings since Wisconsin passed its public sector union re-
forms show that American Federation of State, County 
and Municipal Employees branches lost between one-
third and half of their members. Walker got 28 percent of 
the union vote in the recall, a clear sign that a nontrivial 
majority appreciated having a choice.

“[I]f the union provides value to its members then there’s 
no reason why they should lose members. But if the rea-
son that they have numbers is because the government 
forcibly requires people to be a member, then the union 
takes it for granted,” Walker said.
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In October, a year after his state had adopted a right-
to-work law, Michigan Education Association President 
Steve Cook announced that his union had retained 99 
percent of its members.

That was a surprise. Right-to-work laws are associated 
with unions losing members. That is the not-so-secret 
reason why many businesses and conservative groups 
favor them and why Big Labor and liberals oppose them.

“After the other side set up websites, held seminars and 
town halls, and sent tens of thousands of emails directly 
to members, 99 percent of the MEA membership said, 
‘No, thank you,’ ” Cook crowed.

What he didn’t say was that eight teachers had filed suit 
with the Michigan Employment Relations Commission 
accusing the union of refusing to let them quit. They had 
reportedly failed to file their decisions to opt out during 
August, the only month the union accepted them.

“Funny [MEA] should make it August, since we are not 
in school at the time,” high school teacher and coach 
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William “Ray” Arthur told the Washington Examiner. As 
a consequence, the teachers were stuck paying another 
year’s worth of dues.

In March, MEA backed down and dropped its objec-
tions to letting Arthur and Miriam Chanski quit. Another 
teacher dropped the case. The cases of five others re-
main unresolved.

The case highlights a notable problem with right-to-
work laws: Administering them is essentially left up to 
the unions themselves — and they don’t make it easy for 
the workers.

Complaints similar to the one against MEA have been 
filed against the United Food and Commercial Workers 
and the Communications Workers of America in Indiana, 
which also adopted right-to-work legislation in 2012.

Still, the MEA’s 99 percent retention rate indicates most 
wanted to stay, right? Maybe not. In testimony before the 
MERC on March 10, MEA Executive Director Gretchen 
Dziadosz admitted that 8,000 people — about 5 percent 
of the union’s 112,000 active members — had not actually 
filed paperwork to have their dues automatically deduct-
ed from their paychecks. That suggests that far more 
than 1 percent wanted to get out.

Patrick Wright, director of the Mackinac Center Legal 
Foundation, which is representing Arthur, Chanski and 
others, suspects that many other MEA members want to 
leave but were unaware of the August deadline until it 
was too late.
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“We think a lot of people are gritting their teeth and wait-
ing until next year,” Wright said.

The time frame is MEA’s own invention. It’s not in the 
state law. The union’s website does not make the infor-
mation easy to find, either. Searches for “right to work” 
mainly turn up posts attacking the law.

“I feel they withheld the information of the August win-
dow on purpose,” Chanksi told a local television station 
after the complaint was filed.

When Arthur submitted his withdrawal notice late, he 
was informed that he not only owed another year’s worth 
of dues, but that the union would send a collection agen-
cy after him if he didn’t pay. He then phoned MEA to de-
mand to know why he wasn’t informed of this before-
hand. “They said they were not legally required to tell us 
about [it],” Arthur said.

Unions are quite unabashed about punishing would-be 
ex-members. In an email to the Washington Examin-
er last year, then-spokesman Doug Pratt explained: “MEA 
believes in the sanctity of contracts — whether they are 
with a school district or an individual — and the demo-
cratic process.”

In a Michigan Senate hearing in December, Pratt stated 
bluntly: “Why would any membership organization seek 
to tell someone how to get out?”

At least MEA members got one month to decide. Some 
union opt-out windows are as short as two weeks.
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Kroger worker Julie Huffman found this out when she 
tried to resign in May 2012. Her union said she had filed at 
the wrong time. This forced her to pay for another year’s 
worth of dues. She tried again the following year and was 
again told she had missed the window — this time by just 
two days.

Liberal critics have long denounced voter ID laws as 
“voter suppression” tactics for simply requiring people 
to provide the same level of proof required for a gym 
membership.

Would any of those critics be willing to spare some sim-
ilar outrage for tactics clearly designed to undermine 
state laws and deny individual rights — rights that the 
perpetrators have a financial motive to undermine?
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Newly elected Wisconsin Gov. Scott Walker boldly moved 
in early 2011 to reform his state’s public-employee collec-
tive bargaining laws.

His actions sparked major protests, including the occu-
pation of the State Capitol by liberal activists for weeks.

His reforms ultimately passed, and Wisconsin has gone 
from a $3.6 billion deficit to now being on track for a 
nearly $1 billion surplus. He also survived a union-orga-
nized recall effort in 2012, winning more votes than he 
got in 2010.

In an interview with the Washington Examiner, Walker 
explains why the reforms were necessary and what other 
politicians can learn from his experience.
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Examiner: One of the things that you say in your 
book, Unintimidated, is that the main inspiration for 
your reforms to the public sector union system in Wis-
consin came from Indiana and what Gov. Mitch Daniels 
did there. What about his reforms appealed to you?

Walker: I was looking at two things: Indiana and my own 
personal experience. I’d been Milwaukee County exec-
utive for about eight years and just was so frustrated so 
often.

I tried what I thought were reasonable approaches to 
making changes in everything from pensions and health 
care contributions to 35-hour workweeks for just one 
week out of the month, and constantly got shut down by 
the unions. So I was trying to figure out some way around 
that.

When I looked at what Mitch Daniels did in Indiana, it 
was clear to me that he had changed collective bargain-
ing. In his case, he did it just for state employees, which 
is originally what I was looking at.

When you see how he did it, what the impact was and 
what the process was — of course, when we looked at the 
size of our deficit, we realized it needed to be beyond just 
state employees, that those things were great, but it’d be 
much greater if we could apply it to local governments, 
and then in turn we could adjust it to reflect the savings 
that local governments would get. So that’s really how it 
kind of all transpired.

It was simple in Mitch Daniels’ case because [former Gov.] 
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Evan Bayh had allowed collective bargaining by public 
employees through an executive order in the beginning 
of his term as governor.

Mitch Daniels was literally able to reverse it through an 
executive order, and so it happened overnight instead of 
going through the legislative process.

Examiner: Your initial plan, though, was to end collec-
tive bargaining with them completely. Is that still the 
best policy, in your opinion?

Walker: Well, I think it ended up working out just fine 
the way it did because effectively it does end collective 
bargaining.

You’ve got base wages left to negotiate over but, with the 
other provisions we put in, like requiring a majority vote 
of members for recertifying the bargaining union, not 
just those who would show up for the event for voting 
purposes.

We really found that there are so many of our public em-
ployees — good, decent public servants — who decided 
that if they could actually talk to their supervisors, they 
could talk to their principal, they could talk to people who 
were in their departments or agencies themselves and 
not have to worry about the union contract, and if they 
could get performance pay versus just everyone getting 
the same, and if the only thing left with being part of the 
collective bargaining unit, if the only thing they could 
argue for or advocate for was a base salary that would 
still be capped off by the Consumer Price Index, that [the 
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rest] would kind of take care of itself.

For us, it ended up being just fine because they still had 
the element of collective bargaining left, but the real 
things that stood in the way — things like work rules and 
being able to have mental health insurance and things 
of that nature — those were the things that were just as 
costly, if not more so, than the lack of significant pension 
or health care contributions.

Examiner: Do you think, then, that it’s better to have 
narrowly defined public bargaining for government 
workers than none at all?

Walker: I think either way it works. What we have for 
all practical purposes almost completely wipes out col-
lective bargaining. When you wipe it out entirely or you 
have it on a very narrowly defined basis, it has essentially 
the same impact.

The big impact is not just financial. The big impact is that 
we allow the people that are elected at the state and at the 
local level — the school board members, the city council 
members, the county board members and so forth — the 
people we duly elect at the local level and the state level 
now are the ones in charge.

That ultimately puts the taxpayers in charge. In the past, 
it was a handful of big-government union bosses that 
called the shots.

Now the taxpayers are in charge. I think that’s import-
ant, not only when it comes to balancing budgets, but I 
think the bigger long-term benefit is for things like in our 
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schools.

We can now in our schools across the state hire and fire 
based on merit and pay based on performance. That way 
you can actually put the best and the brightest in the 
classrooms. We can pay them to be there.

Examiner: What’s the worst aspect of public sector 
unionism? Is it the fact that it subverts the ordinary 
democratic process?

Walker: Yes. I point out in my book that it is a vicious cy-
cle. Taxpayers’ money goes to pay legitimate wages and 
benefits but on top of that, it goes to pay for union dues 
that are automatically deducted because of mandatory 
union dues under collective bargaining.

Then that money goes not only to pay for union activities, 
but for political activities. Those are largely focused on 
electing people who say they will do more to strengthen 
the unions and get more benefits, more pay, more em-
ployers — all regardless of whether it’s beneficial to the 
taxpayers or not.

Then the vicious cycle starts all over again. Nowhere in 
that equation does anybody stand up and advocate for 
the hardworking taxpayers. What we did was finally put 
the taxpayers back in charge.

Examiner: The exit polls show that in your recall elec-
tion, you got 25 percent of the union vote. What do you 
attribute that to? To the type of things that you men-
tioned just now, or were there other factors?
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Walker: Yes, I think it is fairness. Certainly for public sec-
tor employees it is fairness. I hear from a lot of teachers 
now in particular who say, “Thanks, we all knew there 
were one or two bad apples who were at the school, and 
they are gone now.” So, similar to that.

I also think part of it, too, is that if you’re someone who 
works in a private sector union, you probably already are 
paying more than even what I asked for from public sec-
tor union members in terms of your retirement and your 
health care.

If you’re paying attention, you go, “Hey, wait a minute. I 
pay for my own pension. Not only am I paying for that, I’m 
paying for my health insurance. And these [public sector] 
guys are whining because they have to pay not even close 
to what I pay? Oh, by the way, I’m also a taxpayer who’s 
paying their wages on top of that.”

I think a lot of those private sector union members say, 
“That’s crazy. That’s not fair.” It goes back to my argu-
ment that we should win the fairness argument.

Examiner: Since your reforms passed, public sector 
union membership has plunged in the state. Is this 
a better situation? Are the civil service protections 
enough for those workers?

Walker: Oh, totally. We still have some of the strongest 
civil service protection in the country. Again, we’re pro-
tecting people based on merit and performance, not 
based on some union contract, which I think arbitrarily 
protected those who were underperforming.
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Examiner: The changes were political hardball, though. 
It was pretty obvious that they would cause the unions 
to lose some of their membership when they passed. 
What do you say to your critics who argue that that was 
your real motivation?

Walker: One of the few unions that endorsed me was not 
a public sector one, but the operating engineers, a union 
that I would argue is in that category I mentioned before. 
They provide real value to the members.

They provide professional training. They do it in conjunc-
tion with the transportation and construction companies 
in the state that their members work for. Their president 
went out on a limb and endorsed me. They stayed with 
me in 2012.

Their union just had a [leadership] election a year ago, 
and their president for the first time in union history got 
re-elected without opposition.

The reason I tell you this is that I think if the union pro-
vides value to its members, then there’s no reason why 
they should lose members.

But if the reason that they have numbers is because the 
government forcibly requires people to be a member, 
then the union takes it for granted and they don’t provide 
that value to members.

In the future, I think public sector unions could still be 
around if they acted more like a professional agent who 
provided value.
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For us, the reason I did what I did had nothing to do with 
the political implications, it had everything to do with my 
having been Milwaukee County executive for eight years 
and knowing the only way I could make the changes we 
had to make in our budget to avoid the horrific other 
choices — which would have been massive layoffs, mas-
sive cuts in Medicaid or massive tax increases, or proba-
bly a little bit of all of them — was to make changes in the 
way we provided aid to local governments.

And the only way to avoid massive problems for schools 
and local governments was if we changed collective 
bargaining.

Along the way of doing that, we thought a fair tradeoff 
to the 300,000 or so public servants in our state was 
to get public employees to pay a little bit more toward 
their pension and a little bit more for health care, though 
arguably less than most people do.

In return, at least we should give them the freedom to 
choose whether or not they want to be in a union.

Examiner: So you would still counsel other elected 
leaders — mayors, governors — to follow your example?

Walker: Absolutely. I just think, long-term — much like 
you can’t deal with the federal issues unless you do some-
thing reform-minded with entitlements and the only way 
long-term you can do that is to tackle the debt and defi-
cit problem — there’s no other way that in our states and 
even in our cities, at least the large urban cities, that you 
can really tackle the long-term challenges. Not only fis-
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cal, but otherwise.

Remember, a lot of the challenges to governing more ef-
ficiently are driven by the problems of collective bargain-
ing contracts.

The only way to change that for states and cities — long-
term in particular — is to put the control back in the 
hands of the taxpayers.

Examiner: We would be remiss if we didn’t ask if you are 
running for president in 2016.

Walker: [Laughter] You would be, and you’re not going 
to be surprised that I’m not going to give you an answer.

I’d point out that any Republican who is talking about 
anything other than 2014 is doing a disservice not only to 
the party but to the country.

We’ve shown in our book that in Wisconsin, but also in 
other battleground states, that the key to successful re-
form is not just a new chief executive.

It’s putting a team in place in places like Wisconsin, Mich-
igan and Ohio, and that those teams get real things done.

It’s important for us to not look past 2014. We need a team 
in place in the Senate and a team in place in the House. 
And then, after we get that, then we can talk about what 
comes next.
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Indiana’s right-to-
work law has sparked 
economic rebirth for 
Midwest
Author: Sean Higgins

Indiana Gov. Mike Pence did not sign his state’s new 
right-to-work law. That was done by his predecessor and 
fellow Republican, Mitch Daniels, in 2012.

But the current governor is an enthusiastic supporter, 
arguing that there is already evidence that it is acting as 
a jobs magnet for the Hoosier State.

Pence, who personally witnessed the federal govern-
ment’s economic dysfunction up close for 10 years as 
a congressman, explained to the Washington Examin-
er how states like his own are “blazing a trail … for eco-
nomic freedom.”

Washington Examiner: Indiana’s right-to-work law has 
been challenged in lower courts. Where is it right now?

Pence: Indiana is a right-to-work state and we operate 
as such. I believe it was a reform in favor of economic 
freedom that was not only historic — Indiana was the first 
industrialized state in the Midwest to recognize the right 
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to work — but it’s clearly had an impact in our economy 
since.

I’ll give you a couple of data points. Since the passage of 
our right-to-work legislation, 120 companies have com-
municated with our economic development team that 
our enactment to right-to-work would factor into their 
decision-making.

Eighty-two of those projects have progressed to the 
pipeline stage and account for the potential of more than 
9,000 projected new jobs and more than $2.9 billion in 
investments.

Of the 82, 64 companies have already accepted. The 
state’s incentive offer is accounting for more than 7,900 
projected new jobs. So, we think it had an undeniably 
positive impact on Indiana’s competitiveness.

Examiner: You think those changes are directly attrib-
utable to the law, not to anything else, not to the change 
in the economy otherwise?

Pence: Well, the group that I was talking about specifical-
ly said that the fact that Indiana became a right-to-work 
state was a factor in their decision-making but obviously, 
we’re a low-tax state, too.

We have a triple-A bond rating. We’ve been working hard 
to create a pro-business regulatory environment. We 
have a great workforce, we’re the best location in Amer-
ica, and [have] a national reputation for education inno-
vation and reform. Those are all factors.
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We’re continuing even in this session of the General As-
sembly to try and improve our position with more educa-
tion innovation and more tax reform.

We’re pushing corporate tax reduction as well as reform 
of the business personal property tax, the tax on the 
equipment.

So, I’ll just indicate that it was a factor in the deci-
sion-making of those 120 companies we could quantify 
but I think the reason Indiana has the lowest unemploy-
ment rate in the Midwest, the reason that we’ve seen the 
growth that we’ve seen over the last several years, is a 
combinations of all those factors.

Examiner: Do you think [right-to-work has] been around 
long enough for it to have a quantifiable measurement?

Pence: Well, I would just say that with regard to our ex-
perience — and I always tell people, it’s not in the state 
constitution, but I know that part of my job description is 
to be salesman-in-chief for Indiana, and as salesman-in-
chief, I can tell you, it is a subject that comes up often in 
economic development discussions with companies out-
side the state of Indiana.

Companies that are looking [for a place to locate] would 
often point first to our fiscal health — the fact that we 
have [a] triple-A bond rating, nearly $2 billion in reserves, 
and a very, very strong balance sheet. But I would say 
that right-to-work factors as a top-three conversation 
item in all of our competitive discussions with businesses 
that are looking to locate in our part of the country.
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Examiner: What, in your estimation, is the worst aspect 
of the type of closed-shop rules that the right-to-work 
law has done away with? How exactly do they harm the 
economy? What exactly do they do?

Pence: Well, I actually just think it’s more personal than 
that. I’ve long believed that no one should be required to 
join the union as a condition to their employment.

My grandfather was a member of the bus drivers’ union 
in Chicago, Ill., for 40 years. I understand the contribu-
tions that unions have made to the life of the nation for 
more than a century. I respect that and would defend the 
right of any Hoosier to join a union if they so desire.

But it was the requirement of joining a union as a con-
dition of employment that has always been my primary 
reason for supporting right-to-work.

I believe that assertion of personal liberty and personal 
choice is the reason why it was supported in our state — 
all the economic benefits notwithstanding — I think that’s 
probably the greatest value, just preserving a personal 
choice of individuals in the workplace.

Examiner: Do Indiana, Michigan — and, to a lesser ex-
tent, Wisconsin, since it was only public sector — but 
nevertheless, do those three represent a trend?

Pence: Well, look, Indiana’s been blazing a trail for low 
taxes, balanced budgets, and economic freedom in the 
Midwest, and I say with a wink and a smile that we’re 
happy to see our friends in Michigan follow us on right-
to-work after Indiana led the way.
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I really do believe that when you’re talking about the 
industrial Midwest that a strong fiscal foundation, low 
taxes, sensible red tape, economic freedom in the work-
place, are all a winning combination for really relighting 
the full potential of the industrial Midwest.

I just really believe that here in the heartland, getting 
back to the practice of those basic principles is going to 
be a key toward real economic renewal, and not only for 
this part of the country but for the country as whole.

I’m very biased regionally about this but I just really be-
lieve that for our country to reach her full economic po-
tential in the 21st century, we’ve got to get the industrial 
Midwest firing on all cylinders again.

Economic freedom in the workplace, I believe, is an im-
portant aspect of the kind of policies that will invite in-
vestment and growth in the areas of economic strength, 
manufacturing, and industry.

Examiner: What does the return of right-to-work laws 
say about the status of unionism itself? Union leaders 
don’t seem to know how to argue against them or even 
talk about them.

Pence: I don’t think I’d have a comment on that. For me, 
it was just the right thing to do, and I was very pleased 
that the Indiana General Assembly adopted the right-to-
work legislation and that my predecessor signed it into 
law before I was elected as governor.

Had they not done so, I would have championed the is-
sue. From my first day in office, I have long believed that 
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one should not be required to join a union as a condition 
to your employment.

But I also think it’s just as important that we always ar-
ticulate the freedom of every person to join a union or 
a voluntary association in this country. So I’d leave the 
larger conclusions about it aside.

I think it was a right thing to do for Indiana, and we have 
some real evidence that it’s part of a winning story. We 
call Indiana “the state that works” and I believe that part 
of that successful equation in Indiana today is the eco-
nomic freedom in the workplace.

Examiner: Do you think the National Labor Relations 
Act should be amended to make way toward the stan-
dard nationally?

Pence: I have long supported the right to work. I served 
on Capitol Hill for 12 years. So I think my record on that is 
pretty clear, but I just believe it was the right thing to do 
here in the Hoosier State.

I’m grateful for it. It’s been a great, great part of a widen-
ing success story here in Indiana, and I really appreciate 
the chance to visit with you about it.

Examiner: More broadly, do you think organized labor 
— at least the Wagner Act model — is fading out, and 
if so, is anything going to replace it? Do you have any 
thoughts on that?

Pence: I really wouldn’t. I’d leave that to others. I just say 
that — well, I don’t believe a person should ever be, or 
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have to be, required to join a labor union as a condition 
of their employment.

I would never want to deny or stand in the way or the 
right of any Hoosier to join a union if they so desire. I 
think the issue here for me, and I think this resonated 
with Hoosiers when it was passed into law, was the issue 
of personal freedom and I’m a person of choice.

That’s where I’ll stay focused and we’ll keep telling Indi-
ana’s story and work every day to improve it.

Examiner: What do you say to critics who argue that 
right-to-work laws are meant to undermine unions by 
causing them lose members, just [to] play the devil’s 
advocate?

Pence: Well, I actually think there’s some evidence in a 
number of right-to-work states where union partici-
pation was actually higher than in non-right-to-work 
states.

It’s a question of personal choice, it’s a question of al-
lowing employees to make their own decisions and al-
lowing employers and employees to work out beneficial 
arrangements in ways that will help them build a great, 
successful workforce and also lay a foundation for real 
prosperity.

We saw 42,500 net new jobs created in Indiana last year. 
We’ve dropped down to the lowest unemployment rate in 
the Midwest. Our labor force is actually growing in Indi-
ana — when the nation’s labor force is contracting.
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I think all of that is a testament to our fiscal responsibility 
to our pro-business regulatory environment, to our low 
taxes, and I believe right-to-work is a part of that win-
ning equation.

Examiner: Have you got any feedback from the rank and 
file about union members in Indiana? What do they tell 
you?

Pence: Well, I have but we’ve been working very hard in 
the Hoosier states since I was elected to make career and 
vocational education a priority in every high school in 
the state of Indiana again.

So we’ve been working with trade associations and la-
bor unions to collaborate with the state of Indiana in that 
regard.

I can tell you, we’re just determined to have the best-ed-
ucated and the best-skilled workforce in the country and 
I think our discussions are all about the future and about 
how we build on a future of really boundless opportuni-
ties for all of our people.
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Illinois politicians 
forced home care 
workers into union 
that donates heavily to 
them
Author: Sean Higgins

Susie Watts spends most of her time taking care of her 
daughter, Libby, who has severe cerebral palsy.

To lessen the financial burden, she accepts funding un-
der the Illinois Home Services Program.

It’s a good deal all around. The program is much cheap-
er for the state than institutionalizing people. Watts’ 
daughter gets much better care without bankrupting her 
mother.

But there’s a catch. By signing up, Watts automatically 
agreed to be represented by the Service Employees In-
ternational Union, which takes fees out of every check 
she gets — $750 a year.

“The state never told me about this. I was stunned when 
I got the paycheck and saw that money was being taken 
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out,” Watts said.

Watts works in her own home and is not supervised by a 
state official. But since 2003, participants in the program 
have been considered state employees for the purpose of 
collective bargaining.

From the time Watts joined the program in 2005, $750 a 
year has been paid by the state to the SEIU as her dues.

The money — which would otherwise go to help care for 
her daughter — supposedly pays for the labor represen-
tation services the union gives her.

She has refused to join the union, and is now one of eight 
plaintiffs in a Supreme Court case, Harris v. Quinn, that 
challenges the state’s decisions to make the home care-
givers eligible for unionization in the first place. The jus-
tices heard oral arguments in January and are expected 
to rule by summer.

“I just want the right to take care of my daughter in my 
own home without the interference of the union,” Watts 
said. “We’re just asking for a choice.”

The case is being closely watched by labor law experts 
since it could overturn a precedent set in 1977’s Abood v. 
Detroit Board of Education that allowed the kind of “ex-
clusive representation” arrangements SEIU now has with 
Illinois. Such arrangements are common between unions 
and local government.

The Illinois case is notable for how it stretches the defi-
nition of “state employee” to the breaking point. In fact, 
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for most of the program’s existence, the state explicitly 
said home caregivers were not employees.

How and why that changed is a case study in how public 
sector unionism has corrupted the political process.

When the question was first brought to the State Labor 
Relations Board in 1985, the board ruled that because the 
Medicaid money went directly to the care recipient, that 
person was the primary employer, not the state.

Without a common employer, there could be no union 
for caregivers.

The ruling made sense even though the caregiver and re-
cipient are also often family members. It’s those two who 
work out the terms of the agreement.

The care recipient can even fire the caregiver at any time. 
While Illinois does set standards, the caregivers don’t 
report to state officials. Nor do they have any common 
workplace.

That changed when Rod Blagojevich was elected gover-
nor in 2002. The ambitious Democrat was particularly 
close to SEIU, which donated $800,000 to his campaign.

Tom Balanoff, head of the union’s Illinois council and a 
personal friend of Blagojevich, said at a February 2003 
victory rally: “We couldn’t have a better ally support-
ing us. We elected a person who is going to be with us 
through thick and thin.”

The new governor moved quickly to repay the union’s 
support, issuing a March 4, 2003, executive order mak-
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ing home health care workers state employees eligible 
for collective bargaining.

Tellingly, the order specified that they were not state 
employees for the purpose of receiving pensions or other 
state-mandated benefits.

One week later, SEIU Local 880 presented a claim to Il-
linois that it had a majority of the workers’ support. Five 
days after that, on March 17, the state certified the union 
— SEIU Healthcare Illinois-Indiana — as the workers’ “ex-
clusive representative.” It remains so to this day.

The union did not respond to multiple requests for 
comment.

The governor’s favoritism toward SEIU was so pro-
nounced — Balanoff later received an appointment to 
the Illinois Health Facilities Planning Board — that oth-
er unions, including the American Federation of State, 
County and Municipal Employees, complained.

Illinois was in such a hurry to give SEIU a contract that it 
apparently did nothing to verify that the union had fairly 
won the election.

Last year, the Illinois Policy Institute filed a Freedom of 
Information Act request to the state seeking “any and all 
documents related to authenticating the submitted doc-
umentation used [in 2003] to show majority interest of 
personal assistants to be represented by SEIU.”

In December, the state’s Department of Central Manage-
ment Services responded that “due to the age of the re-
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cords and files at issue” it was “unable to determine” what 
answered their query.

That certainly sounded like officials were saying they 
could not find any documents authenticating the 2003 
vote.

After follow-up inquiries by the Washington Examiner, 
CMS spokeswoman Alka Nayyar said that interpretation 
was “not accurate.”

However, the only document Nayyar could point to that 
showed Illinois had authenticated the vote was the March 
11, 2003, letter from SEIU itself claiming it had majority 
support.

Furthermore, the evidence the union enclosed in the let-
ter — supposedly cards signed by the individual workers 
— was “exempt from disclosure under Illinois law” and 
therefore not available.

“[W]e cannot identify what records may have been used 
to ‘authenticate’ those [SEIU] enclosures,” Nayyar said. In 
addition, the people who would know are “no longer with 
the agency.”

She added: “The enclosures themselves, however, were 
clearly used to tally the number of personal assistants 
who choose to be represented by SEIU.”

In other words, the state may have just accepted the 
union’s word that it won. This was a “Card Check” elec-
tion, not a secret ballot vote, and a close one: SEIU had 
only claimed to have gotten the support of 52 percent of 
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the 20,000 home health care workers.

Card Check votes are less reliable because it is not al-
ways clear that workers knew they were signing a vote to 
unionize, or that they were really the person who signed 
it.

The program is big money for SEIU, which receives $10 
million a year in dues from the approximately 20,000 
home health care workers.

In a telling sign regarding the 2003 vote, SEIU’s official 
letter claiming it had majority support also indicated that 
Illinois was already collecting dues for the union from 
more than 9,000 home health care workers.

Even assuming that those were voluntary deductions 
from avowed SEIU members, it shows that the state was 
going to great lengths to accommodate the union.

“It was deducting union dues on behalf of a union that it 
hadn’t certified and hadn’t reached a contract with,” said 
Paul Kersey, labor expert with the Illinois Policy Institute.

In 2005, Blagojevich issued another executive order mak-
ing 49,000 daycare workers subsidized under a similar 
state program eligible for unionization.

SEIU was subsequently awarded exclusive representa-
tion rights for these workers. The union won 80 percent 
in a mail-in vote, though only 16,700 of the eligible work-
ers actually participated.

Blagojevich was reportedly on the verge of issuing a third 
such executive order when he was arrested in December 
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2008 and charged with corruption.

He was subsequently removed from office and is now 
serving a 14-year sentence at a federal prison in Denver.

He did not respond to an Examiner request for com-
ment made through the Federal Bureau of Prisons and 
his lawyer.

SEIU was named in the criminal indictment against Blago-
jevich, though no one at the union was charged. A top of-
ficial — identified as Balanoff by the New York Times and 
Wall Street Journal — acted as Blagojevich’s go-between 
when he proposed a deal to the White House. (Adminis-
tration officials apparently had no interest.)

With Blagojevich in prison, SEIU then threw its support 
behind Pat Quinn, who succeeded him in office. Quinn 
has received nearly $5 million from the union over his 
political career.

The new governor picked up where the previous one left 
off: He issued an executive order in 2009 making Med-
icaid-funded home health care workers for the mentally 
disabled eligible for unionization.

As with the earlier executive orders, Quinn’s directive 
said the 4,500 caregivers were state employees only for 
the purposes of unionization.

Assuming the same membership rates as the other home 
health care workers, getting that contract would net the 
union about $2 million annually.

Things did not go well for organized labor this time 
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around. Angry over losing out twice previously, AFSC-
ME challenged SEIU for representation of the workers. A 
mail-in vote was set in October 2009 to settle the dispute.

Both unions lost when the workers soundly rejected 
unionization by 2-1 margin. The two unions combined 
did not even get 40 percent of the vote. Not having 
Blagojevich in the governor’s office seemed to make a big 
difference.
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Forced unionization 
turned Illinois 
homemaker into 
Supreme Court plaintiff 
in Harris v. Quinn case
Author: Sean Higgins

Until the union came calling, Pamela Harris was an Illi-
nois homemaker devoted to caring for her developmen-
tally disabled son, Josh.

Now she’s the lead plaintiff in Harris v. Quinn, a Supreme 
Court case legal experts think could dramatically restrict 
Big Labor’s ability to organize in the public sector.

Harris has taken care of Josh, 25, in her home since 2007 
with assistance from her state’s Medicaid-funded Home 
Services Program.

“He’s my first thought in the morning and my last thought 
at night, and every night my prayer is to live one more 
day than he does,” she told the Washington Examiner.

But in 2009, Illinois Gov. Pat Quinn, a Democrat who re-
ceived heavy support from the Services Employees In-
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ternational Union, issued an executive order that said 
the program’s 4,500 workers for the mentally disabled 
were state employees and therefore eligible for union 
representation.

SEIU, which gets $10 million annually in dues from care-
givers for the physically disabled, stood to reap about $2 
million a year from organizing workers in the program 
that helped Harris. But she saw it as taking money from 
her son’s care.

“I’m against money being taken from Josh’s support and 
services to pay the union,” she said.

Harris quickly found out that her priorities were not 
those of the state — or the union. Her inquiries hit a wall 
of bureaucratic opposition.

It all began for her when SEIU organizers knocked on her 
front door one day. The state had given them her contact 
information without her knowledge.

The organizers told Harris the union could use its clout 
to get more money into the program. She could get time 
and half, benefits and even vacation. But Harris didn’t buy 
it.

Increasing funding in one part of the program just meant 
less funding elsewhere. And more pay for her would like-
ly mean fewer hours that could be charged to the state 
for Josh’s care.

“This program is capped. There is X amount of dollars, 
specifically three times [Supplemental Security Income]. 
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SSI is determined by the federal government,” she said.

Being a union member also meant that her home would 
become a union workplace. SEIU officials would have the 
right to enter it anytime they chose for an inspection.

“Union workplaces have to display a union bulletin board. 
I ask you: Does that go over the family mantle?” she said.

She politely but firmly told SEIU’s organizers no, but they 
persisted.

“On the first SEIU visit, I was presented with a white card 
and a pen to sign so they could show their bosses that 
they did come to talk to me,” Harris said. It sounded fishy 
to her, so she didn’t sign.

“I later found out that it was the union’s signature card,” 
she said. That is, it was a “Card Check” vote that would 
have been used by SEIU to claim she wanted to join.

Labor officials knocked on her door twice more. The sec-
ond one was a “big, burly, linebacker-looking guy” who 
again asked her to sign a card. She again refused.

The third was an SEIU official who told Harris she could 
get a well-paying part-time job with the union that she 
could do at home. “It was a bribe,” she said.

The state meanwhile sent Harris a form letter to explain 
things. “It was a very brief letter and it pretty much said, 
‘Yes, the governor signed an executive order. It’s copied 
on the back. If you have any questions, call this person at 
this number.’ ”
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So she called the number and spoke to a state official. 
“He said: ‘There is nothing I can share with you that isn’t 
in the executive order.’ ”

Harris asked a state social worker, who periodically vis-
ited her to check on Josh, for more information. She also 
said she couldn’t share anything beyond the executive 
order.

“They were not allowed to answer any of our questions 
about what unionization would mean. There was not one 
entity who was responsible for telling the families what 
their rights were,” Harris said.

So she researched the issue on her own late at night 
while Josh slept.

Harris learned that Quinn’s order did not require workers 
join a union. It merely said they were eligible to have one.

But once a union could claim it had the backing of more 
than 50 percent of caregivers — through cards like the 
one SEIU tried to get Harris to sign — the state could 
grant it exclusive representation rights.

That would require all of the workers, even those who 
never signed a card, to at least pay SEIU a “representa-
tion” fee.

The lucky break came when other unions wanted in on 
the potential financial windfall. The American Federation 
of State, County and Municipal Employees challenged 
SEIU for representation of the workers like Harris.

That set up a mail-in ballot where workers could have 
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their say on which union would represent them, or 
whether they wanted one at all.

Harris filed a Freedom of Information Act request with 
the state demanding the same worker contact informa-
tion that the unions got.

She then sent all of the families in the program a letter 
urging them to vote and pointing out there was a third 
option called “no union representation.”

It was all done on her kitchen table and at a Kinkos. The 
funds were mainly donations from other families in the 
program.

“I’d get the mail ... and it would be, ‘Here’s $5.’ ‘Here’s a 
check for $20.’ I still have all of those letters. It was the 
most heartwarming, supportive inspiration,” Harris said.

The caregivers soundly rejected unionization by a 2-1 
margin in the October 2009 mail-in vote. SEIU and AFSC-
ME did not even get 40 percent of the vote combined. 
Harris was there for the vote count: “The single most ex-
hilarating experience I’ve ever had,” she said.

But Quinn did not rescind the executive order, mean-
ing the unions remain free to keep trying. Harris then 
reached out to the National Right to Work Legal Defense 
Foundation to challenge the governor’s order.

Oral arguments at the Supreme Court were heard in Jan-
uary. The justices are expected to rule on the case in June.

Harris says she is just happy to have had her day in court.
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“A mom in Illinois raised her hand and said, ‘This isn’t 
right,’ ” she marveled. “The system really does work.”
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Big Labor turns left 
even as workers, 
lawmakers form new 
union models for the 
future
Author: Sean Higgins

For nearly two years after the 2008 election, an entire 
side of the AFL-CIO’s Washington headquarters sported 
a banner calling for passage of the Employee Free Choice 
Act — the “Card Check” bill.

The banner faced the White House, which is just oppo-
site the headquarters. Card check is still Big Labor’s vi-
sion for the future of the American workplace.

Under Card Check, federal law on workplace organizing 
would be almost entirely on Big Labor’s side.

Any time labor organizers claimed to have gotten more 
than half of a company’s workers to sign cards backing 
them, the employees would be unionized. Management 
and workers would have no further say.

As the recent case of the United Auto Workers and Volk-
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swagen shows, those claims don’t automatically reflect 
the actual result of workplace secret ballot elections.

But Card Check was too much even for many Democrats. 
Congress never approved the AFL-CIO’s bill.

On April 29, 2010, without fanfare, the AFL-CIO took its 
banner down. President Richard Trumka insisted at the 
time that it was only being replaced. But neither the ban-
ner nor the legislation has returned.

This wasn’t just another legislative defeat for Big Labor. 
It was the end of their best hope to reverse their move-
ment’s long-term decline, now just 11.3 percent of the 
workforce.

Without Card Check, it is difficult to see how Big Labor 
survives over the long term as it is presently structured.

Big Labor knows it, too. Before its 2013 convention, the 
AFL-CIO surveyed its members and found that even they 
believe Big Labor’s model is outdated.

“[T]he most widely held opinion is that we need a more 
open conception of what it means to be a part of the la-
bor movement, an idea that is sometimes called ‘alt-la-
bor,’ organizations for workers that are outside the tor-
tured paradigm of the National Labor Relations Act,” the 
survey found.

It even suggested that “members-only unions” were an 
approach that should be considered. Those are unions 
that don’t involve all people at a workplace, just the ones 
that affirmatively want to be in a union.
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That’s notable precisely because Big Labor has for de-
cades scorned such an approach, preferring contracts 
that force all employees in a company to be members.

Mostly though, Big Labor’s response has been to ally it-
self even more tightly with environmentalists, civil rights 
activists and other left-wing groups. The theory is that 
this will get non-union people pushing union causes.

Big Labor has funded and run a number of nonprofit 
activist groups — also known as “worker centers” — to 
do this. Working America, Fast Food Forward and OUR 
Walmart are the most notable examples.

“My theory is that workers centers are just third-wave 
unions. We had craft unions, then industrial unions in the 
Industrial Revolution, and now we have a new economy. 
That new economy has given rise to a new form of union-
ism that we right now call worker centers,” Jose Oliva, 
networks director for the Restaurant Opportunities Cen-
ter United, told Global Nation, a public radio program.

“The reason worker centers emerged is because unions 
were unable to organize workers in some of the growing 
sectors of the economy. The advantages to workers cen-
ters include not being constrained by the National Labor 
Relations Act,” he said.

But making non-union liberal activists a more prominent 
part of the labor movement means giving them more 
influence.

The AFL-CIO’s close alliance with environmentalists has 
resulted in it being neutral on the Keystone XL pipeline, 
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for example. That has infuriated its own building and 
construction trades members.

“We’re repulsed by some of our supposed brothers and 
sisters lining up with job-killers like the Sierra Club and 
the Natural Resources Defense Council to destroy the 
lives of working men and women,” Laborer’s Internation-
al Union of North America President Terry O’Sullivan said 
in 2012.

The labor movement’s recent embrace of comprehen-
sive immigration reform has produced similar rumblings 
within the ranks.

Big Labor leaders also embraced Obamacare despite the 
fact that their members already have health care — and 
then belatedly realized the new law was more of a threat 
than a benefit.

When Trumka tried to open up AFL-CIO membership 
to non-union people at its 2013 convention, he was met 
with fierce pushback and dropped the idea.

Nevertheless, this appears to be where the labor move-
ment is heading: further leftward with groups like Move-
on.org and Occupy Wall Street as its model.

Actually representing workers’ specific needs is further 
down the list — as long as it doesn’t conflict with the oth-
er groups’ agendas.

At the same time, another labor model is emerging. It is a 
free-market version without the coercive aspect of most 
union contracts.
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The main factor is the revival of right-to-work laws, 
which protect workers from being forced to join a union 
or pay dues to one as a condition of employment.

That’s already the standard in half of the states: Indiana 
and Michigan adopted the laws in 2012, and Wisconsin’s 
labor reforms are a de facto version of the same, bringing 
the total nationwide to 25.

More may follow: 21 state legislatures debated versions 
of the law in 2013. The Supreme Court case Harris v. 
Quinn is being closely watched because it may do the 
same thing for public-sector unions.

Under legislation introduced in Congress called the Em-
ployee Rights Act, workers would also be guaranteed the 
right to vote on unionization using secret ballots without 
fear of coercion or intimidation.

The ERA would also strengthen their rights to withhold 
dues spent on political activities they oppose.

Other key provisions of the ERA require that unions be 
subject to worker recertification votes when their origi-
nal membership leaves.

Presently, only an estimated 7 percent of private sector 
union members have ever voted on forming the union 
they belong to. Most simply inherited them when they 
were hired.

Neither reform would take away the right of workers to 
band together and bargain collectively, but they would 
ensure unions are genuine, little “d,” democratic organi-
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zations, unlike the current, top-down models found in 
the AFL-CIO.

This would transform organized labor into a service-ori-
ented model obliged to address directly the needs and 
concerns of workers.

But adoption of this new model will have to wait until at 
least 2016. It won’t happen as long as Democrats control 
the Senate and the White House.

While right-to-work laws are linked to declines in union 
membership, that’s because most unions rely on coercive 
“closed shop” contracts.

Others learn to adapt. Nevada has a right-to-work law 
and has a unionization rate of 14.7 percent, well above 
the national rate. There’s no reason why other unions 
couldn’t adjust, too.

“Workplaces are dynamic. The situation for workers to-
day is so different than it was 50 or 60 years ago and yet 
we’re stuck with this model of unions dictating to work-
ers exactly what they must do regardless of the worker’s 
or the employee’s ability to have a say over that,” said Rep. 
Tom Price, R-Ga., co-author of the Employee Rights Act.
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Utah Sen. Orrin Hatch is one of the few members of Con-
gress who is also a former union worker, having been a 
skilled tradesman for 10 years in a construction trade 
union.

Now he is a co-sponsor of the Employee Rights Act, legis-
lation that would, among other reforms, ensure all work-
ers have a right to vote on being in a union — something 
federal labor law does not require.

In an interview with the Washington Examiner, the 
long-serving Republican lawmaker explained what the 
ERA would do, why it is necessary and how his own expe-
riences early in life as a unionized tradesman influenced 
his stance on workers’ rights today.

Examiner: What prompted you to introduce the bill?

Hatch: I am not anti-union, but I do believe that the 
unions don’t represent their members as well as they 
should. It appears to me that organized labor’s a little bit 
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out of control. For instance, organized labor raises some-
where between $14 billion and $22 billion a year in union 
dues. Let’s take the lower figure, and it’s I think more than 
that. Over four years, that’s $56 billion. Over eight years 
it’s $112 billion. Almost every dime of which goes to dues-
paid political operatives — the best in the business, by the 
way — to get out the vote for Democrats, even though 40 
percent of union members appear to be Republicans. I 
think a high percentage of union members would like — 
and in the polls that I have seen, do like — what’s in the 
Employee Rights Act.

Examiner: Do you believe that unions — at least as 
they’re defined under the National Labor Relations Act 
— are not little-‘d’ democratic?

Hatch: Let me put it this way: The indication is that 40 
percent of them are Republicans, but over 90 percent 
have never had the chance of voting for or against the 
union. The reason for that is because the laws are such 
that they don’t have a right to really vote for the unions. 
So they have to join the union in order to get a job.

Examiner: You’re referring to the lack of recertification 
votes in labor?

Hatch: That’s right. It’s very difficult to ever recertify a 
union or get rid of a union. So in the non-right-to-work 
states, you’re stuck belonging and — even worse — you 
don’t really have any say if you’re a Republican and — even 
worse — your dues are going to help elect Democrats and 
— even worse — to support all kinds of liberal organiza-
tions that you don’t agree with.
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The nice thing about the Employee Rights Act is that it 
would provide a number of substantive protections for 
employees in the workplace. It is not anti-union and it 
is not pro-employer. It’s pro-worker. Every provision in 
that bill has brought support among the union members, 
who really don’t have many rights, whether they’re Dem-
ocrats or Republicans.

Examiner: Every question of whether workers are orga-
nized would have to be settled by election monitored by 
the National Labor Relations Board?

Hatch: That’s right. That would help them decide whether 
to join or not join a union. The unions, with my help, have 
fought for secret-ballot elections all around the world in 
union elections. Here, they want to take that away right 
… by stacking the National Labor Relations Board, and 
doing quickie elections and a whole variety of other ap-
proaches that really undermine the rights and freedoms 
of the workers.

Examiner: You’re describing this primarily as an issue 
of workers’ rights, but is there any concern that the ex-
isting laws and rules relating to unions are also an eco-
nomic drag on the country?

Hatch: There’s no question about that, and I think that if 
the union members had more rights, it wouldn’t be near-
ly as bad as it is. For instance, the bill gives them voice, a 
right to a secret ballot vote before union leaders can or-
der a strike. You don’t realize how hurtful that is to some 
of the union members that they have to undergo a strike 
without their consent. It also prevents quickie or snap 
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elections which is what our current National Labor Rela-
tions Board is doing extra-judicially. In other words, they 
shouldn’t be doing that.

Examiner: You don’t have any Democrats among the 27 
co-sponsors. Have you tried to get any of your Demo-
cratic colleagues on board? If so, what did they tell you 
when you tried to get them on board?

Hatch: Yes, we do and generally the answer back is, “Hey, 
I can’t take them on. They control our party.”

Examiner: Do they literally put it in terms like that?

Hatch: The few that I’ve talked to do. I have to say that 
anybody who looks at it would have to agree that’s what 
they’re doing. Let’s look at it: most of that — $14 billion a 
year, $56 billion over four years, $112 billion over eight 
years — most of that goes to promote the union’s political 
agendas, which many times aren’t really union agendas. 
Almost none of that is reportable. Everybody else has to 
report what they give. When you’re given almost every 
dime of that money — and that’s a lot of money; these are 
billions we’re talking about, with a “b” — almost all that 
money goes without any reporting anywhere, and it dis-
torts the whole political process.

Examiner: What do you say to people who would say 
this is just a partisan action and not really about eco-
nomics or worker rights?

Hatch: If you look at the facts, you have to conclude that 
this is a very unfair situation where they can use billions 
of dollars for political purposes for only one side without 
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any consequences and without 40 percent of their mem-
bers having much say in it at all. It’s just not right, and it 
distorts the political process. Everybody ought to have 
to report. They ought to be representing their members, 
not just the Democratic Party. Everybody knows that the 
biggest funder in the Democratic Party happens to be the 
collective unions.

Examiner: Nevertheless, the type of changes you’re 
proposing in your bill are typically linked with unions 
losing members. Would these changes cause serious 
problems for unions to exist?

Hatch: Well, I don’t know that they would, but unions 
won’t like them because they right now control every 
dime of those billions of dollars and they’re used basically 
for political considerations. And again, for the Democrats 
only. Now, occasionally they supported a Republican, but 
boy, that’s a rare occasion.

Examiner: Do you think there’s any reason why they 
couldn’t adapt to these changes that you’re proposing?

Hatch: I think they could adapt to them. Unions may not 
like these changes, but union workers sure will. If you ask 
the workers, “Would you like these provisions?” Almost 
every one of them would say “yes.”

Examiner: Is this the extent of the changes that you 
think are needed to the National Labor Relations Act, 
or are there any more, any others, that you think are 
needed here?

Hatch: I’m sure there could be more changes. Let’s face 
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it, a lot of people feel that the National Labor Relations 
Board has gotten so out of whack that we ought to come 
up with a better system. When the Democrats are in 
power, they actually implement what really are statutory 
approaches towards the labor law, and they do it in favor 
of the union bosses rather than the workers.

Examiner: What do you think is the future of organized 
labor itself? Some people think it may actually be dying 
out; do you agree?

Hatch: I think that privately they’ve slipped below 7 per-
cent, where it used to be up over 30 percent. But from a 
public standpoint, they have grown and grown by forcing 
government to accept union employees. You can see the 
high cost of government has exploded, too.

Examiner: So you think maybe it’s on its way to becom-
ing an exclusively public sector phenomenon?

Hatch: I don’t think it’ll ever be exclusively public sector, 
but it’s primarily a public sector set of organizations now.

Examiner: How does that sort of change things politi-
cally, given the fact that the workers are also being paid 
by taxpayers?

Hatch: The Employee Rights Act would help to make it a 
little bit better. It would give more rights to union mem-
bers. There are some agencies in the government where 
they do not permit unions, like the FBI and other security 
agencies. They generally don’t allow unionization. I ques-
tion whether we should have unions at the IRS. There 
should be no partisanship there at all.
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Examiner: I like to ask you a little bit about your own 
experience working for a union. You said you were a 
tradesman. Could you just tell me a little bit about how 
you happened to become a member?

Hatch: I was born and raised in Pittsburgh, my father 
was a union member, and I learned his trade and so to 
do that I had to join the union because Pennsylvania is a 
non-right-to-work state. I’ve never been against unions. 
I just think that the laws are stacked against the workers 
themselves; that’s why the Employee Rights Act makes 
sense.

Examiner: What was your own experience with the 
unions like? Did they represent you well?

Hatch: Not particularly. Way back then we all thought 
you had to belong to a union in order to get a job — and 
that’s true today, too, in some areas.

Examiner: So it was just sort of a standard thing, no-
body thought about it much?

Hatch: We didn’t think about it much, no. We were just 
glad that you could get a job. But I have to say this, I don’t 
think I had any say in the union at that time, and back 
then I was a Democrat, too.

Examiner: And you just moved on in your career and 
didn’t have to be a tradesman anymore?

Hatch: Well, I gradually decided to go to college but I still 
worked at the trade during the summers, and then I had 
to work a couple of years just because I was so poor. I 
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worked at anything I could work at. I worked as a janitor 
at BYU in my first couple of years, but I always had to 
work in addition.

Utah is a right-to-work state. So it’s not heavily union-
ized out there. On the other hand, the unions we have 
there have been responsible.

One of my better friends was the AFL-CIO union leader. 
One of my best friends since I’ve been here in Washing-
ton was a man named Irving Brown, who was internation-
al vice president of the AFL-CIO and who was probably 
more responsible for defeating the phony Soviet trade 
unions than any man alive, and he also represented our 
country at the ILO, the International Labor Organization, 
and I worked to help him there. He was one of the great-
est men I’ve ever met. He would call on me because he 
knew that I was fair, that I would stand up for the workers 
and for America, and he did too. He was a very outstand-
ing human being. I knew [former AFL-CIO leader] George 
Meany. I knew [AFL-CIO leader] Lane Kirkland very well.

Examiner: How has the movement changed since those 
guys?

Hatch: Well, I’m not sure it changed much. Some of Team-
sters leaders were very good friends of mine — not all of 
them, but some of them; at least one of them. They knew 
that if they came in with a decent request that I’d help.

So it isn’t a matter of not liking unions. It’s liking workers 
more. I think I’d put it that way. There isn’t a thing there 
in that worker rights bill that at least 80 percent of the 
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workers wouldn’t support, and in many cases a lot more 
than 80 percent, if they really understand it.
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Rep. Tom Price is House sponsor of the Employee Rights 
Act, legislation that would ensure workers have a secret 
ballot in all union elections, protect their privacy during 
organizing bids and affirm that those in unions are not 
forced to contribute to union activities that are unrelated 
to collective bargaining, such as political campaigns.

In an interview with the Washington Examiner, the Re-
publican lawmaker from Georgia explains the need for 
the bill by noting that the current model of labor orga-
nizing is still based on the Depression-era Wagner Act.

He argues that that doesn’t make any more sense in our 
current economy than Americans still driving cars or fly-
ing planes designed 80 years ago.

Examiner: What prompted you to introduce the Em-
ployee Rights Act?

Price: Well, it’s always important to try to figure out if 
there are better solutions and better options for folks out 
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there, especially in the area of employees.

When I recognized, along with some others, that there 
hadn’t been any change, any significant reform [in the 
area of employee rights], to the federal law since 1947 — 
when the Taft-Hartley Act was passed — it just made a 
whole lot of sense to try to figure out if there were op-
portunities to have some better solutions.

Then when we looked at the kinds of issues that are sup-
ported by both union and nonunion households and Re-
publicans and independents and Democrats, there are a 
number of ideas that had been floating around out there 
for a long time and so we tried to put those together 
into a single piece of legislation that we call the Employ-
ee Rights Act. We’ve gotten a lot of support and good 
feedback.

Examiner: But you looked at public opinion and poll 
data in crafting the legislation?

Price: Yes, absolutely, because virtually everybody be-
lieved that the union members and those who are engag-
ing in a potential union-formation activity ought to be 
able to have a secret ballot.

They ought to be able to have ballot referendums. I’ve 
discovered in this process that only 7 percent of private 
sector union members, current union members, ever 
voted on union formation, on being a member of a union.

The vast majority of union members who make up the 
private sector have joined a place of work that has had a 
union in place for maybe 50 or 60 years. That doesn’t make 
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a whole lot of sense to folks who look at that objectively.

Examiner: What causes a recertification election to be 
required under your legislation?

Price: We go on a periodic basis to determine whether 
or not employees wish to remain in their current union. 
If the majority of the members have never voted on the 
union, then that would trigger an election.

Examiner: Do you see the legislation as simply an em-
ployee rights matter? Is there any sort of other interest 
or reason for doing this?

Price: A lot of union members are forced to give a portion 
of their union dues, not to collective bargaining activity, 
but to other activity and they may or may not support 
that activity.

There’s been literally hundreds of millions of dollars spent 
by unions on elections — not union elections, but political 
elections in the general electorate — and 92 percent of 
that money has gone to Democratic candidates. So, this 
is a special interest, obviously for Democrats, especially, 
in Congress.

But among the workers there’s virtually parity in whether 
they identify themselves as Democrats or Republicans or 
independents.

What that means is that over half of the workers in this 
country who are in private sector unions are forced to 
give their dues to political activity with which they likely 
disagree.
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That’s not something that’s looking out for employees. 
That may be looking out for unions and other folks, but 
it’s not looking out for employees.

What we believe is, as the title of the bill says — the Em-
ployee Rights Act — that employees have rights and they 
ought to be able to exercise those rights whether or not 
they’re members of the union.

Examiner: Some union people would say that, at least as 
far as the political spending goes, the workers already 
have that ability to sort of opt out.

Price: I wouldn’t think so. There is certainly intimidation 
in the workplace that occurs. Also, as we talked about 
previously, we can have unions that have membership 
where only a single-digit percentage of the workers have 
ever voted for the formation of the union or the mainte-
nance of that union.

It begs credulity in the real world that unless you have 
periodic recertification elections that you’re going to get 
any responsible reflection of what the employees actual-
ly want.

Examiner: Your bill has 89 co-sponsors but none of them 
are Democrats. Have you tried to enlist any to support 
the legislation? What have you heard from your Demo-
cratic colleagues regarding this?

Price: Yes, a number of Democrat friends and colleagues 
have voiced some support for many areas of it.

But right now, sadly, in Congress both in the Senate and 
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in the House, the Democratic caucus is beholden to their 
special-interest unions.

So there is, if not political, then a collegial retribution to 
pay if anybody on the Democratic side of the aisle sup-
ports anything that is besides the union line.

What I’ve tried to impress upon them is, “Look, all of 
us ought to be for the rights of workers, the rights of 
employees.”

So, I’m hopeful that some will come on board at some 
point when hopefully we’re able to begin to get this leg-
islation moving.

With Harry Reid controlling the Senate, the likelihood of 
passing it in this Congress is not great, but that doesn’t 
mean you shouldn’t go put the ideas out there.

My colleagues on the other side of the aisle need to think 
about representing their constituents and not their spe-
cial interests.

Examiner: Is that actually what some of your Dem-
ocratic colleagues have said to you? “Look, I’d like to 
co-sponsor this but I’m afraid of the financial repercus-
sions in terms of running for re-election”?

Price: Well, not in so many words, but what we know is 
the huge sway that a union political activity holds over 
the Democratic caucus in both the House and the Senate.

Again, I appreciate that of the hundreds of millions, we’re 
talking about $700 million to $800 million over the past 
20 years spent by unions on political campaigns.
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Over 90 percent of that money has gone to a Democratic 
candidate. So, it doesn’t take a genius to figure out what 
the cause and effect is there.

Examiner: What would you say to people who say this is 
simply just partisan legislation and not actually reform 
legislation?

Price: We’re really agnostic as to whether or not unions 
form. What we do believe is that workers, employees, 
ought to have the right to say whether or not that union 
exists.

Again, a majority of Republicans, Democrats, and inde-
pendents believe that ought to be the case. Virtually ev-
eryone thinks that employees ought to be the ones that 
are the final arbiters of whether or not a union either 
forms.

The only way to ensure that is with a periodic recertifi-
cation and secret ballot referendums. So, we’re not an-
ti-union, we’re pro-employee.

Examiner: But nevertheless, typically when you have 
these types of reforms, they do cause unions to lose 
members.

Is there any reason why unions shouldn’t be able to 
adapt to this or is this actually something that’s simply 
just going to hurt them and they’re just going to have 
to deal with?

Price: No. I think you identified the appropriate avenue 
for union officials, union leaders, to take, and that is to 
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change with the times.

Workplaces are dynamic. The situation for workers today 
is so different than it was 50 or 60 years ago, yet we’re 
stuck with this model of unions dictating to workers ex-
actly what they must do regardless of the workers or the 
employee’s ability to have a say over that.

So, yes, unions serve a significant purpose but they have 
been stagnant in not changing and reflecting the chang-
ing workplace, the changing workforce, the changing dy-
namics within the employer-employee world.

So, we believe, again, that if you stick up and fight for 
the rights of employees, then the workforce issues work 
themselves out, as long as it’s the employees that are se-
lecting the path to take.

Examiner: By “this model,” you presumably meant the 
Wagner Act model. Is this something that simply needs 
just a few reforms or should the whole concept of it be 
rethought or redone? It has been going along for 80 
years now. Is the time to rethink the whole model of 
federal labor law itself?

Price: Well, you know, we don’t fly planes that were built 
80 years ago. We don’t drive cars that were built 80 years 
ago. We don’t sail ships that were built 80 years ago.

We’ve got a model now in the employer-employee and 
union relationship that simply is antiquated. I would sug-
gest that the private sector union membership being in 
single digits — that is, those that have ever voted for it 
— is a demonstration that the processes and the mod-
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els need to change and become much more robust and 
much more collaborative in working with both employ-
ees and employers.

This can all be a win-win situation if the unions would 
recognize that their responsibility is to aggressively and 
actively represent employees, but they can’t do that 
if they aren’t able to have employees in a secret-ballot 
fashion tell leaders what they believe ought to be done.

Examiner: What, if any, type of feedback have you got-
ten from people in your own district back [in] Georgia 
regarding the Employee Rights Act?

Price: In my district here in Georgia, but also across our 
state and across the country — even in places where 
unions don’t have significant penetration — what I do 
hear is folks’ concern about the workplace, about the cre-
ation of jobs and about the ability of employees to have 
the kind of opportunities and rights that they believe are 
most appropriate.

We’re in a stagnant economy right now. There are a lot 
of reasons for that. Employees are concerned, and they 
know that often times there’s a reason that employers 
are moving some of their capacity, especially in the area 
of manufacturing, from heavy union states to right-to-
work states.

That’s because the economy has changed. The workforce 
has changed. There’s a dynamism within the marketplace 
of ideas and employees need the opportunity, the ability, 
to be able to direct their own destiny and not be impris-
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oned by rules and models that were put in place decades 
ago.

Examiner: Do you believe that the current labor laws 
are actually a drag on the economy?

Price: I think in many places they are. As I said, manufac-
turers, employers, job creators are voting with their feet 
and voting with their facilities. We’ve seen that time and 
time again.

So, the way to stand up for workers, the way to stand up 
for employees, is to give employees more opportunity to 
voice their ideas, voice their concerns, voice their desires 
for the future of their workplaces.

That’s not currently possible in the model that we have 
and, again, that is one of the big reasons that we believe 
the Employee Rights Act is a positive step in the right 
direction.
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Author: James Sherk

United Food and Commercial Workers Local 23 members 
probably didn’t expect their union to fight in court to cut 
their pay. But in 2011, the local did exactly that to some 
employees at the Giant Eagle grocery store in Edinboro, 
Pa.

Giant Eagle’s management wanted to reward the hard 
work of two dozen employees. So it gave them raises 
above and beyond their union rates. The workers were 
thrilled; Local 23 was not.

The raises would lift the pay of several junior employ-
ees above that of more senior union members. Instead 
of celebrating its members’ recognition, Local 23 filed a 
grievance.

The arbitrator sided with the union and ordered the pay 
increases rescinded. Courts upheld the ruling on appeal.

Local 23 got what it wanted — a uniform contract treat-
ing everyone the same. The union’s victory illustrates the 
problem with today’s labor movement.

Economically, unions function as labor cartels: They re-
strict the supply of labor so as to increase its price — like 
an OPEC of workers instead of oil. They do this by nego-
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tiating collective bargaining agreements covering every 
worker at a company.

Such collective contracts necessarily ignore individual 
effort. One contract could hardly reflect the individual 
contributions of hundreds of workers. Even if it could, 
few unions would want it to. They prefer that workers 
see their union — not their own efforts — as helping them 
get ahead. After all, why would workers making more 
than the union rate want to pay union dues?

So when Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla., proposed permit-
ting such individual raises, the Teamsters derided it as a 
“Bosses’ Pet” provision.

This approach turns off most workers today. Computers 
have automated many of the routine tasks of yesteryear. 
In the knowledge economy, individual skills and talents 
are workers’ chief assets.

Why would a graphic designer, a website developer or a 
PR specialist want a collective contract? It would ignore 
what they bring to the table. And yet unions offer only 
that.

Small wonder that just one in 10 nonunion workers say 
they want to organize. Or that union membership has 
dropped to single digits in the private sector.

Workers don’t want to buy what unions are selling. Yet 
polls also show many workers want a greater voice on the 
job. The labor movement needs to reinvent itself for the 
21st century.
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Reinvented unions — perhaps called “employee associ-
ations” — would stop trying to cartelize the labor mar-
ket. Collective contracts appeal to few workers, and such 
cartels stand little chance in today’s increasingly com-
petitive economy.

Few companies today can pass on the higher cost of 
union contracts to consumers. Unionized companies 
typically wither in the marketplace. Instead, employee 
associations would focus on two things: adding voice and 
value.

Many workers want their company to hear their con-
cerns. But sheer size often separates senior management 
from rank-and-file workers.

What the president of a large company knows of work-
er concerns typically comes filtered through lower lev-
els of management. Employee associations could provide 
workers with a direct voice, communicating their con-
cerns to senior levels.

Management and employee associations could discuss 
things such as how to restructure benefit plans, prob-
lems with workplace policies and other problems on the 
job.

They could also convey concerns about mid-level super-
visors — concerns those supervisors would not flag them-
selves. Many employers would welcome such feedback 
— if it were not coupled with crippling union contracts.

Employee associations could also create value for work-
ers – helping them navigate the global economy. They 
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could provide job training (as many construction unions 
now do). They could also give workers advice in manag-
ing their 401(k)s or create networking opportunities.

Employee associations could also certify workers’ skills 
and experience. Right now, a resume can only tell em-
ployers so much about a worker’s abilities.

Many employers will voluntarily pay premium wages for 
better workers — if they can identify them. Employee 
associations could help fill that gap with skill certifica-
tions. They could also teach unemployed workers how to 
search effectively for work.

Services like these would help workers work their way up 
the job ladder, yet few unions offer them. Instead, most 
unions tie membership to working for a particular em-
ployer. They assume workers will stay with that company 
and offer services accordingly.

The collective contract only applies to employees at one 
company. Such a setup makes little sense in today’s in-
creasingly mobile economy.

Employee associations, adding value and voice, could sig-
nificantly help modern workers. Many employees would 
voluntarily join to enjoy such benefits — far more than 
would join a union that goes to court to get their raises 
canceled.
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For proof that labor unions don’t have employees’ best 
interests in mind, look no further than the SEIU’s re-
cent decision to snarl rush-hour traffic in downtown 
Pittsburgh.

This stunt was part of a broader, multiyear campaign to 
unionize employees at the University of Pittsburgh Med-
ical Center.

By inconveniencing thousands of Pennsylvanians who 
just wanted to get to work, UPMC demonstrated orga-
nized labor’s regard for its own power over the interests 
of working people.

But it doesn’t have to be this way. New federal legisla-
tion could restore the balance between employees and 
their unions, and it’s called the Employee Rights Act. 
With 27 co-sponsors in the Senate and 89 co-sponsors in 
the House, working people from Pittsburgh to Pasadena 
could soon see their individual rights restored.
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Only 6.7 percent of private sector employees are union-
ized, a decline from 35 percent in the labor union heyday 
of the 1950s. Unions are now becoming desperate, and 
thus more dangerous to the rights of employees. One fa-
vored tactic — the so-called “Card Check” campaign — al-
lows organizers to publicly confront employees and use 
peer pressure and intimidation to secure the necessary 
votes to unionize a workplace and begin collecting dues.

After all, $24 billion a year in dues may not be enough for 
union bosses to maintain their positions as the biggest 
bullies in the workplace.

If the SEIU’s history is anything to go on, the union will 
soon demand a Card Check agreement with UPMC, or 
the harassment will continue.

That’s why the ERA is so important. It would protect 
employees’ right to a secret ballot against Card Check 
— which considers support cards equal to a yes vote for 
paying union dues.

Secret ballot votes allow employees to make honest deci-
sions for themselves without the pressure of union reps 
looking over their shoulders. A recent national poll by 
Opinion Research Corp. found that 85 percent of union 
households supported the secret ballot provision in ERA.

But the ERA would go beyond the ballot box in the pro-
tections it promises employees. One provision would re-
quire unions to gain affirmative consent before spending 
members’ dues on political causes.

This change is long overdue, thanks to the massive dis-
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connect between labor bosses and union members on 
political matters, with unions typically giving 90 per-
cent of their political contributions to Democrats, even 
though 40 percent of union members vote Republican.

Nothing in the ERA will forbid the 60 percent of union 
members who are Democrats from funding causes they 
agree with; instead, employees who don’t agree won’t 
have to subsidize politicians they don’t support.

Americans agree that the current system is unfair. Na-
tional polling shows that political paycheck protection as 
established by the ERA receives 85 percent support, in-
cluding 83 percent support from union households.

Additionally, there is no provision in current labor law 
that allows employees to periodically assess their union’s 
performance. An analysis of data from the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics and the National Labor Relations Board 
shows that less than 10 percent of unionized employees 
ever voted to have their workplaces organized.

The ERA would allow employees to affirm or reject their 
union on a regular basis, based on its performance in 
meeting their needs, once a majority of the original vot-
ers have been replaced. This provision also polls above 80 
percent, and is supported by three-quarters of all union 
households.

The SEIU’s antics provide a prime example of why it’s time 
for a new model of labor relations — one that puts em-
ployees first. The ERA is that long-overdue opportunity.

It is encouraging that 89 House members and 27 senators 
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have voiced their support. The question is, why aren’t 
more congressmen standing up for employees?
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